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Preface

A complete evaluation of the social and economic

significance of the thirty-hour week would comprise

volumes, an effort entirely beyond the scope of this

thesis. Moreover, it is doubtful whether such an

extensive analysis would prove of interest or benefit

except to economists, as the maze of theories that

would be involved would tend to confuse rather than

clarify the problem for the average reader. For

practical purposes, therefore, it would seem to be more

advisable to limit the subject to the examination of

its major considerations, evaluating them in the light

of authoritative opinions from which final conclusions

may be drawn. Of necessity therefore, a considerable

part of the subject of this thesis is presented in

predigested form, but enou^ basic material is introduced

to permit the reader to test for himself the soundness

of the conclusions





Introduction

The recent depression, with its pressing unemployment

problems, has made the thirty-hour work week an extremely

timely topic* Moreover, public apprenhension having

registered in legislative circles, we are face to face

with the attempt to establish by law this shorter week*

Legislation is proposed to socialize the rigor of the

unemployment evil by cutting down individual working time*

The theory lying behind such legislation is that a distribu-

tion, among a greater number of workers, of the existing

work to be done could be effected by law and that it would

be wise to do so*

At this point it should be noted that this thesis is

not limited to a discussion of the thirty-hour week only*

It does not exclude the consideration of other plans for

shortening hours* The term thirty-hour week has found

popular acceptance and may be considered as respresenting

the general idea of a drastically curtailed work week*

Popular interest in the shorter work week has become

very pronounced, furthered, no doubt, by the belief that

our production facilities have been speeded up within

recent years so that unless some steps are taken to reduce

each producer’s working time, it will never be possible to

reabsorb the unemployed* The temptation of less work and
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more leisure also is not without effect upon the working

masses. The whole idea of a shorter work week certainly

appeals to the average employee, and, at first blush, the

entire plan of reducing the individual working time does

seem to be the answer to many of our unemployment difficul-

ties.

Furthermore, the limitation of hours of labor not

only appeals to popular fancy, but interests some of our

law-makers as well. In a number of states the proposal to

curtail working hours has been considered, and in Washington

our Federal representatives have had the subject up for

discussion and even for vote. Temporarily, the passing of a

shorter work week law has been delayed, but the agitation

for such a law has by no means abated. The possibility

therefore exists that, in one form or other, legislation

bearing upon the subject will soon come up again for recon-

sideration, especially so, if the problem of unemployment

finds no other ready solution. An examination of the situ-

ation, therefore, should prove to be a worthwhile study,

and it is the purpose of this thesis to consider some of

the more important points of that study to the purpose of

shedding light on the problem from various angles.

The subject certainly calls for careful consideration,

for hours of labor are basic in a capitalistic system.
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Such points as the following deserve thought. If a thirty-

hour week is made effective, how will it affect our eco-

nomic and social life? Should It be made effective by law?

nobody really knows the answer to the last question, and

yet this vital question, and others that mi^^t easily be

asked, so far still await satisfactory disposal. This

inquiry will attempt to suggest some possible answers. It

will consider some of the factors that would make the

thirty-hour week possible, even desirable, from a practical

point of view. It will likewise consider the arguments

against it, arguments condemning the scheme as impracticable

and impossible. Also, the social as well as the economic

viewpoint will be considered. Such questions as the follow-

ing are in order: ”V7hat shall we do with the increased

leisure?” "Is it desirable? beneficial?" "What are its

implications, its responsibilities for society?" Undoubted-

ly the question of leisure must be considered at length, for

it is a certain concomitant of the shorter work week.

This thesis will first attempt to evaluate the signifi-

cance of the trend in past years toward a shorter and

shorter work week. It will take note of economic and social

developments that have accompanied this trend. It will heed

especially developments of this character since 19S9 and it

will discuss some of the forces that have accelerated the

shorter work week movement. It will try to evaluate the
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soundness of the newer proposals from an economic, legal,

and social viewpoint*

Ifuch has been said and written about this so-called

thirty-hour week. The subject is really in that contro-

versial stage in which half-formed opinions are targets,

and, for the most part, very vulnerable ones* Much attention

has been given various phases of the subject by authorities

in their respective fields, and no doubt an irapartieJ.

investigator could find enou^ of sound material, piecemeal

though it may be, to set up a fairly unbiased presentation

of the matter. Hobody, however, has really yet presented a

finished argument for the shorter week, althou^ it is true

that a study of considerable value, as a preparation for the

economic approach to the subject, is found in the published

results of a research project made by the Brookings Insti-

tution.^ This study deals largely with production facili-

ties, and, from that angle, throws an interesting side-light

on the economic feasibility of a thirty-hour working week

schedule. Due acknowledgment is here made to this important

source of information*

The more one reads in the popular press, the more one

1. The Brookings Institution, The Distribution of Income
in Relation to Economic Progress .

I,

II
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is impresBed by the bias and the lack of information that

characterizes the public expressions of many who have a

practical interest in this subject of a curtailed working

week* The obvious unwillingness to give the matter impartial

consideration and a fair hearing is so apparent that often

one suspects malicious intent in dealing with the subject#

Perhaps this is to be expected, for the thirty-hour week is

exposed to all the heat and vehemence that characterizes the

most vigorous controversies of capital and labor# The

subject becomes in most instances so personal that any state-

ment about it is worth very little unless one chooses to give

the statement value because of the prominence or supposed

knowledge of the author# For "when it comes to arguments

about the division of wealth and of Income, conclusions, or

more precisely the approaches and roads leading to con-

clusions, are more than usually susceptible to formulation

and determination by temperament, inclination, experience,

p
background, economic philosophy and pecuniary interest#"

Certainly the present arguments for and against the thirty-

hour week, at least as far as its economic significance is

concerned, prove the truth of the above quotation#

2# T#J# Kreps, "Dividends, Interest, Profits, Wages," ^e
Quarterly Journal of Economics , August, 1935, p# 56^#

I





HiQtorical Background of the Shorter Work Week

A glance at the history of the shorter work week is

informing. In looking back into industrial history, one is

able to trace easily the unmistakable trend of a gradual

curtailment of hours in the working day and week. There has

been a steady downward trend in the length of the working

day from as much as twelve and a half and even fifteen and

a half hours to the present general eight-hour day.^ The

working week was reduced from el^ty-four hours in 1840 to

P
fifty or less in 1930* The reduction of hours has been

most rapid since 1910, however. In 1909 less than ei^t per

cent of the wage earners in manufacturing industries were

reported in the census of that year as working forty-ei^t

hours a week or lessj in 1929, nearly forty-six per cent

were working forty-eigjit hours or less.^

That the gain in shorter hours is permanent is shown

by its continuation as a long-time trend. Between 1890 and

1926 the standard working week in this country fell from

sixty to fifty hours. Between 1902 and 1926 the work week

1. "Shorter Work Periods in Industry," Monthly Labor Review,
January, 1933, pp. 87-91*

2* George A* Lundberg, "Training for Leisure," Recreation ,

September, 1933, p* 259*

3* "Shorter Work Periods in Industry," 0£. cit *





for coal miners was reduced from fifty-four and a half to

forty-eight hours* In 1928, of eleven main industrial

groups, five had forty-five hours a week or less and throe

others were under fifty hours# The maximum was in blast

furnaces where sixty hours prevailed*'^ Prom 1890 to 1913 the

average work week in the United States was shortened from

58*4 to 53*8 hours, or a reduction of about eight per cent*

Prior to the World War, the work week ranged from 44*5 to

66*5 hours*

Obviously, the grsidual curtailment of working hours is

a historical fact coming right up to the present day* The

trend is so unmistakable that it would be folly for any one,

in an offhand way and without further study, to maintain

that working hours can be no further reduced* The weight of

statistical evidence plainly indicates that further reduction

is to be expected*

Since the beginning of the industrial era, there have

been forces at work to reduce the length of the work week*

Chief eunong these were, of course, the labor organizations*

Working days from fourteen to sixteen hours characterized the

machine age and the factory system at the beginning* Long

4* Editorial, *The Shorter Week," Hew York Times, April 30,
1934, p. 14*

Matthew Woll, "Labor and the Hew Leisure," Recreation ,

December, 1933, pp* 428-9*
5 *
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days were cominon and accepted. In this country, around 1791,

sixteen hours was the usual working day. A decade later the

shortest day was thirteen hours and ten minutes, and the

longest, fifteen hours and nineteen minutes. Hands were to

6
work from sun to sun.

The first demand of labor upon the rise of organization

was for shorter hours. In 1827, the carpenters of Phila-

delphia went on strike for a ten-hour day, and the ten-hour

day soon became the central issue in the early political

movements of labor. But the agitation for the shorter day

was looked upon with suspicion. It was declared to be ”an

evil of foreign growth and one which we hope and trust will
7

not take root in the favored soil of Massachusetts."

The federal government in this country has been an

important factor in furthering the trend to shorter hours.

From time to time, it gave official recognition to what

seemed to be in the offing in regaurd to shorter working time.

In 1840, President Van Buren ordered the ten-hour day on all
8

government work. Industry eventually followed this lead.

In 1912, the federal government again took a stop which had

an important effect upon the work week. It ordered a half

6. Matthew Woll, cit .

7. Ibid.

8.

Ibid





holiday on Saturday for the Army and Havy. This was extended

9
to all federal employees in 1915«

It is probably safe to conclude that curtailed hours

shall have become economically possible before any agency or

organization can successfully sponsor a shorter work week* At

any rate, this statement is worth bearing in mind. Likewise,

it seems to be a fact that demand for shorter hours does not

precede by an unreasonably long time the feasibility of

meeting such a demand* The public may, at the outset, think

a specific proposal premature, but it usually is surprising

to see how quickly people accept the idea; and once the idea

is accepted, it bids well to become an established fact*

Will past experience in this respect foreshadow the outcome

of the thirty-hour week agitation?

We have adduced statistics to show how the number of

hours in the work week has been gradually reduced. This

process of curtailment has not advanced at the expense of

other benefits for the worker. In fact, shorter hours were

accompanied by other satisfactory tendencies. In the first

place, wages, that is real wages, have increased steadily.

This has been due chiefly to the increase in money wages.

9. Matthew Woll, cit .

10* The Brookings Institution, The Distribution of Income in
Relation to Economic Progress , ff. ^Income an3 ScOTomlc
Progress,^p* 15§*





Based on the three-year average of 1923—1925 as 100, the

trend of Index numbers of wages per hour ranges between 14 «9

in 1840 to approximately 90 in 1934* There has been an

almost progressive growth from year to year, the chief

exceptions being, 1. the period between 1874 and 1888, during

which time a relapse occurred; 2* the period of 1921-1923;

8uid 3« the period since 1929 in which the most substantial

decline is evident, the index falling from 105 in 1929 to

80.2 in 1933«^^ Using the same base, the index of real wages

per hour in the United States has shown a rise from 77*6 in

1913 to 112,9 in 1934, the latter being the hipest index

figure in the range

Increase in real wages has brou^t with it, as a

natural consequence, an increase in standards of life. The

masses have enjoyed an ever-increasing amount of goods and

things that contribute to their physical comfort and well-

being* Technological advancement and mass production in

industry have more than kept pace with the shortening of

working time, so that, from a production standpoint, the

enjoyment of an increasing abundance of goods has been made

possible in spite of curtailed hours* The rise in the

11* "Index numbers of Wages per Hour, 1840 to 1934,"
Monthly Labor Review, March, 1933, pp* 717-8*

12. "Trend of Real Wages per Hour, 1913 to 1934," Monthly
Labor Review, March, 1936, p. 719*





steuidard of living truly hae been a noteworthy phenomenon

as a concomitant factor of the curtailment of working hours*

But, not only has the gradually decreasing working

time witnessed a gradual increase in wage income and a con-

current rise in the standard of living* It has been accompa-

nied also by a general improvement in the health of the

working force* This fact may be the result partly of better

living conditions, and partly of general advancement in

medical knowledge and skill and in personal and public

hygiene* Regardless of this improvement, however, there is

still a rather common opinion that somehow the rapid modern

tempo of production has an especially deteriorating effect

upon the health of the workers*

Coupled with the advance in general health, there also

has been an increase in life expectancy of the population as

a whole, including those directly connected with the pro-

duction of goods* The general improvement in the health of

the workers also has raised the span of life* In fact this

is so pronounced that the rise of the average age represents

an actual gain in hours of production, even with the shorten-

ing of the work week*'^'^ In other words, potential labor

hours have actually increased in the face of a decrease in

individual working time*

13* Matthew Woll, op* cit*
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In volime of goods produced, the trend has been con-

sistently upward* There may have been recessions from time

to time, but up to 1929, the production curve indicates, on

the whole, an increase in production over a long period of

years* In spite of a decrease of over twelve per cent in the

hours of the average work week between 1900 suid 1929 (the

average having fallen from fifty-seven to fifty hours), 1929

was the year of our best production performance

Likewise, the national income of the United States has

been rising constantly* Between 1900 and 1929, it showed an

increase of 120 per cent measured by dollars, after adjust-

ments for price changes, and an increase of approximately

thirty-ei^t per cent, after a further adjustment for a sixty

per cent increase in population during the same period*^®

It is significant that in the face of a decrease in

working hours, there has been a substantial improvement and

increase in those things which we seek for ourselves as a

nation* The fact that improvement in the past has been

possible, despite constantly decreasing hours, should deter

14* Harold G* Moulton, "In Defense of the Longer Work Week,*'
Annals of the American Academy , March, 1930, p* 08*

15* The Brookings Institution, op * oit *, ff ."America’s
Capacity to Consume," p* 15*

10. Ibid*, p. 17*
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any one from declaring arbitrarily that a further decrease

in the working week is impossible euid impracticable.
,
And

yet we find those who for various reasons declare the tenden-

cies exhibited as socially and economically unsound.

Furthermore, not only is the proposal for still shorter hours

attacked, but some even see harm in the results that so far

have been produced. Let us examine some of these various

views.

There are those, who, in matters of the shorter work

week, as in other things, look upon the past as the ’golden

age*; who constantly urge the return to the ’good old days’,

when everyone presumably was contented and virtuous. Reason-

ing negatively, it is not such a long step for some to de-

clare the present days evil days, and having come to this

conclusion, they cast about for additional reasons to sub-

steuitlate their views. Modern institutions, being the most

obvious phenomena of the ’evil’ age, at once come in for

their share of condemnation* Mechanization of industry,

super-organizations, colossal financial powers, modem speed,

ease, and luxury, and any number of other phenomena are

attacked as harmful, the vehemence of the attack depending

upon the viewpoint. Particularly are those features of our

modem order assailed which tend to provide an easier and

more luxurious life for the masses. They are decried as





diaintegrators of the moral and religious fibre of the people,

and for auch reasons should be prevented and forestalled by

attacking the tendencies that produce them* Closely associated

with all the ’antidotes* against corruptive tendencies, is

the resistance to shorter hours* That * Satan will find mis-

chief still for idle liands to do* is considered an effective

and conclusive argument against the reduction of working

time* There may be some merit in such arguments, but gener-

ally, they are not very convincing* We shall examine this

aspect of leisure time more fully in a subsequent chapter*

Of those that disapprove of the drift toward a shorter

work week, many are influenced by opinions and ideas passed

down from the previous generation* The inability to apprehend

the significance of cheaiges brought about in recent years, or

the unwillingness to concede the need of revising opinions

on social and economic matters, is often the reason why some

are unsympathetic to the shorter work week proposal* Also,

more often than not, adverse opinions spring from a basis of

personal pecuniary interest* Some are the expression of a

reluctance to permit meddling with the status quo* Ho doubt

many of these opinions carry considerable wei^t, especially

when they are voiced by men who have met with a degree of

success in the world* Thus, for example, we find that when

John W* Davis was asked what he thou^t of the forty-hour





week, he la quoted as saying; "I have always believed, and

still do, that no man should work less than ,ei^t hours.

What are we going to do with all these extra hours? Honestly

how many men do you know who will use them for self-improve-

ment, for reading a worthwhile book or studying something

17
they need?" We are not much interested in opinions of this

sort as we have no assurance tliat they proceed from a source

more reliable than personal bias. This i^ole problem is

fraught with this danger, however, and it thus behooves us to

wei^ carefully the origin of all statements bearing on the

subject. There is, nevertheless, a certain opposition to t2ie

reduction of working hours that must be carefully considered

for it is founded upon a careful Investigation of the facts

underlying the problem. In fact, several investigations,

which we sliall shortly consider, have been made, and, while

the conclusions do not agree in all particulars, the expert

opinions on the matter are deserving of careful consideration

Finally, we must account for an active resistance to

the thirty-hour week arising from selfish reasons. This

opposition obviously is not likely to be so articulate or so

well defined as other opposing forces, for the simple reason

that it desires inirposefully to avoid attracting attention

to itself. It is potent, nevertheless, and probably more

effective in its resistance to the shorter-week movement

17. Editorial, "Work and Leisure," Hew York Times, August
22, 1933.





thEin all the other efforts combined* It is not at all improba-

ble that nearly all of. the political opposition to the thirty-

hour week is but the public manifestation of active resistance

by selfish interests, to the movement* We know that there

are meuiy who deem a reduction in hours as contrary to their

Interests, and we suspect also that these interests are well

represented politically* On the other hand, we must not over-

look the fact that political agitation for a shorter work week

is not altogether altruistic, but that here also definite

interests are to some extent being served, to say nothing

concerning a possible attempt to cultivate popular acclaim*

The proponents and opponents purposely obscure the true issues

and resort to arguments of emotional appeal* For this reason

the would-be-impartial investigator must bo doubly beware

that he is not misled by doubtful facta and spurious reason-

ing* He must steel himself to the conviction that in the end

the only change worthwhile must be economically sound* That

must be the yardstick which he must apply to all proposals

and counterproposals on the subject before accepting or re-

jecting them*

We have examined statistical data on the curtailment of

working hours in industry and we have noted that, in spite of

an increase in production, working time has steadily decreased

The average work week in 1900 was 57 hours, in 1919, 51*3
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While the weekly workinghours, and in 1929, 50 hours

time since the World War and up to 1929 did not decrease at

as rapid a rate as during the first two decades of this

century (this retardation was in part compensated by a further

increase in real wages), nevertheless the trend was still

much in evidence and there was no indication that it had run

its course#

Since the depression there lias been a very rapid re-

duction in the average length of the working week; the years

between 1929 and 1933 brou^t a reduction of nearly thirty

per cent#^^ This compares with a thirteen per cent reduction,

approximately, for the whole of the thirty years preceding#^

With the coming of the depression, the shorter week has become

a vital issue# Of course, labor orgsmizations and labor

leaders have eagerly sponsored the movement, but aside from

these, a few legislators and others prominent in our economic

and industrial life also have been favorable to the proposal#

The problem of unemployment, likewise, is exerting a pressure

for shorter hours# Public opinion, generally, holds that a

18# Harold G# Moulton, 0£# cit #, p# 88#

19# The Brookings Institution, 0£# cit #, ff# "Income and
Economic Progress," p# 109#

20# Ibid





curtallraent of hours would contribute materially to the re-

employment of many who now oan find no wort.

Now that we have considered some of the historical

aspects of the shorter work week, let us also consider some

of the practical and economic factors that are conducive, or

not conducive, to a furtherance of the established trend.
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Economic and Practical Aspecta of the Shorter Work Week

Modern acience haa played 8« important role in making

work more productive# Modem induatry la largely the reault

of applied acience. But not only haa acience ahown ua how

to work, how to organize and coordinate work, how on every

hand to aave motion and energy with a view to maxinrum pro-

duction with a mininum of effort, how to improve the worker’s

attitude toward his work, all of which tilings would tend to

reduce working time, hut it has also examined carefully the

relationship between the human body and work itaelf# All

work causes fatigue. Some work is more fatiguing than other,

but the element of fatigue ia there in all cases# Scientific

measurement of fatigue has been perfected to the extent that

guesswork concerning this phase of any Job can be eliminated#

Ouriously enough, science has exposed many wasteful practices

in industry traceable to fatigue, practices which the practical

operator without the aid of science would never have suspected

to be wasteful# Quite often, fatigue studies point to a re-

duction in hours as a means of increasing economic production#

Principally, because of the element of fatigue, but also

because of the mental attitude of workers under its influence,

long hours do not necessarily mean increased production. It

is a proved fact that in many kinds of work production is

actually increased by the shortening of working hours#
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Mature seta a limit on human work. Beyond that limit > ad-

ditional hours simply defeat themselves. An ezoess of hours

reduces to inadequacy the time required for the sodium

lactates, the "fatigue toxins," to be removed from the workers*

muscles. And there is no cheating nature in this. Fatigue

not only Increases from hour to hour, but adds from day to

day, so that at the end of the week the worker is much more

fatigued tlian at the beginning after a week-end period of

rest.^

Mot only is fatigue capable of reducing output, it is

responsible also for many industrial accidents. The fatigued
,

mind becomes sluggish, with the result that it is not properly
|

impressed with the sense of danger, which, xmder ordinary

conditions, would cause it to initiate the proper muscular

action to prevent injury. Moreover, accidents occur as a

result of fatigue because reflexes are slowed up and muscular

action is made lees responsive to nervous impulses. This

phase of fatigue is mentioned in passing merely to indicate

some of the implications of the proper length of the work day

and week. We are, of course, here interested primarily in

economic productive output as it is affected by fatigue and

its relationship to working time.

1. Donald A. Laird, "Shorter Hours—Bigger Output," Mew
Republic , February 7, 1934, pp. 356-7.

|

I
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I
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There is, in addition, a characteristic of fatigue

that is not apparent to ordinary observation, but which tends

to deceive even the worker himself* The element of fatigue

tends to fix the maximum day output by its influence upon

working habits and speed, which adapt themselves to the

length of the working day* Fatigue slows down the habits of

manipulation or operation and tends to stereotype the work

at a certain speed* Even occasional long hours have this

effect, so that one long day may affect the working speed for

several days after* The reason for this is that the nervous

system unconsciously accepts as a standard the slowed rate*^

Because of this tendency to stereotype working speed, the

human organism must be trained gradually to accept new speed

rates set within the physical limitations of fatigue* A

curtailment of hours would at first curtail production* In

some industries it might require a month or more, possibly a

year, to equal the long hour production, but when the new

rate of working speed would grawiually show itself, the new

production would equal and possibly exceed the original*®

The truth of the foregoing statement has often been

proved* In one steel plant, after the introduction of an

ei^t-hour day (formerly twelve), for over two months there

2* Donald A* Laird, op * cit *

3* Ibid
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was scarcely a perceptible increase in the hourly production*

After thirteen months, however, the production of that plant

had Increased ei^teen per cent* In a tinplate plant, two

months were needed for the output to increase when hours were

reduced from eight to six* During the War it was found that

munition workers produced nineteen per cent more on a fifty-

four and a half hour week than on a sixty-six and seven-tenths

4hour week*

Work differs in different occupations also from the

standpoint of fatigue and the necessity of correctly regulated

working time* In general, however, there are potentialities

in the further reduction of working hours. Hot only do there

remain possibilities to give workers more leisure time for

themselves, but also to increase production and improve work

at the same time* *A man who works nine months, measured in

hours, and has fruitful and enjoyable leisure for three,

measured in hours, will do more that is worth doing in a

year’s time them he who works twelve months with no leisure at

all* ——Shorter hours of labor will result—-either in more

work being done, or in the same work being better done.*®

Just to what extent hours should be reduced in order to pro-

duce these effects is, so far, indeterminate, particularly

4* Donald A* Laird, op * cit *

5* Hicholas Murray Butler, "Leisure — An Interpretation,"
Recreation, December, 1933, p* 419*





where so many different types of work must he considered* In

general, however, for most types of industrial work, "the

indications are that the optimum work week is between thirty

and thirty-five hours over five days a week*"

Closely connected with the reduction of working hours

is the problem of producing, in the working time allotted,

enough goods to supply requirements* Obviously, where certain

work requirements exist, sufficient labor effort must be

applied to meet them or some of the work will remain undone*

In the event of the latter not quite enou^ goods will be

produced* Studies of actual and potential production

capacities have been made within recent years so that we now

have a better realization of how much we eu»e actually able to

produce with existing facilities in a year's time* Plant

capacities, supply of raw materials, labor supply, financial

supply, and demand for produced goods all are interrelated

and closely associated factors of our production system,

none of them independent of the others* Thus the question

of hours of labor, so closely connected with that integral

factor of production, the labor supply, is inescapably bound

up with the consideration of our capacity to produce*

A very thorough investigation of this subject of

6* Donald A* Laird, op * oit *
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potential capacity has been made by the BrooTcings Institution

and the conclusions have been published In its Americans

Capacity to Produce * In its effort to determine whether

"the economio activities of our people could be organized on

a sustained level which would permit ample food, adequate

clothing, comfortable housing, and a reasonable minimum of
7

education and recreation for all members of society," the

Broolclngs Institution first addressed itself to the assign-

ment of investigating the adequacy of plant and production

capacity to provide the goods that are necessary for the en-

hancement of the general welfare* All the major divisions

of basic Industry were checked for excess capacity, and the

important fields of fabricating industries were likewise in-

vestigated with the view to determining whether, within the

possibilities of carrying on business in the usual manner,

production could actually be increased, were it possible to

provide the public with the wherewithal to purchase the

auiditional product*

Likewise distribution facilities were checked, for

without adequate distribution, increased production would

be of little avail* The potentialities of transportation
o Q

facilities and of the merchandising plant and personnel

7* The Brookings Institution, op * oit *, foreword, p* 2*

8* The Brookings Institution, op* oit *, ff* "America's
Capacity to Produce," p*

9* Ibid*, pp* 394-395





were found to be auch that they would permit the handling of

considerable more volume without much expansion* In agri-

10 11
culture and in the extractive industries the same con-

dition obtained* In manufacturing, however, approximately

ninety-five per cent of the practical capacity of the labor

12
force in 1929 was found to have been utilized* According

to this finding, there would not be much opportunity to in-

crease production without running into a shortage of labor

condition* But a careful analysis of the total available

13
labor supply, part of which would have to be transferred

between industries to equalize the supply, revealed that

there was about enough labor force available in 1929 to man

14
our plant to full potential capaoi-ty* This full potential

capacity, it was found, after bringing all factors together,

is about nineteen per cent above actual performance in 1929,

15
the peak year in our production*

10. The Brookings Institution, op. cit *, ff. "America’s
Capacity to Produce," pp. 4^44*

11. Ibid., pp. 154-157

12. Ibid., p. 375.

13. Ibid*, chapter xix

14. Ibid., p. 414.

15. Ibid., p. 422.





Stuart Chase, attacl^lng the base upon which the

Brookings Institution founded its estimate of unused plant

and labor capacity, doubts whether that estimate may not be

too optimistic. Chase believes that it is scarcely probable

that the production of 1929 could have been increased at all

under the system which obtained. Credit, he declares, was

extended to the fullest. "The financial mechanism was carry-

ing every possible pound of steam." Markets and purchasing

power were at their maximum. Chase criticises the report in

that it is not concerned with engineering possibilities under

full-shift operations consistent with the availability of

raw materials, the labor supply, transportation, and other

physical limitations. He contends that our methods of doing

business, not our physical limitations, restrict our potenti-

alities.

The results of the Brookings Institution study are

brought in here with one idea in mind: to question the

physicsil possibility of further reducing working hours with-

out reducing the quantity of goods made available for con-

sumption. It is futile to reduce working time if we are

thereby to curtail production. It is not our desire to pro-

duce less, but more. That there is need of more production,

if we could but find a way to distribute more goods, is

16. Stuart Chase, "Our Capacity to Produce," Harpers ,

February, 1935, pp. 346-347.





irrefutably proved by the data gathered In the Investigation

of the Brookings Institution reported in its Americans

Oapaolty to Consume > In 1929 nearly six million families, or

more than twenty-one per cent of the total, had incomes of

less than |l,000; twelve million, or more than forty-two per

cent, had incomes of less than $1500; nearly twenty million,

or seventy-one per cent, had incomes of less than f2,500*^*^

These figures indicate that by far the greater part of

the families of the United States were receiving incomes

which are insufficient to give health and efficiency, for,

according to the Bureau of Home Economics of the United

States Department of Agriculture, a family must have an

income of $3,000 before enough is spent on food to obtain an

adequate diet of reasonably well selected foods* As high as

ninety per cent of urban families are not even permitted to

purchase such necessities and comforts as are ordinarily

associated with a "liberal diet" as defined by the Bureau of

Home Economics* To satisfy a standard of living on this

level, a seventy-five per cent increase in production would

be necessary to provide sufficient consumers goods*

There is no question but that there is a vast shortage

17* The Brookings Institution, op* cit *, ff* "America’s
Capacity to Consume," p* 55*

18* Harold G* Moulton, o£* cit *, p* 69*





of goods so far as actual human wants are concerned* All of

us are agreed on that* Just what means can be found to effect

a wider and more equitable distribution of goods that might

be produced, is a matter of debate that has no part in this

thesis* We are, however, interested in knowing whether a

further curtailment in working hours would curtail production

and thus preclude the possibility of any further distribution

of goods beyond the present ability to absorb them, or whether

there is a latent capacity, a potentiality to increase pro-

duction beyond the comparatively narrow limits defined by the

Brookings Institution investigation* For a long-time view of

the problem, this is an Important consideration*

An investigation of plant capacity potentialities was

made by the National Survey of Potential Product Capacity,

independent of the Brookings Institution investigation, but

published at about the same time. The report of the National

Survey of Potential Product Capacity is based on a different

frame of reference than that of the Brookings Institution

report. The former is based upon the idea of * serviceability *

,

that is, production from an engineering standpoint, and the

latter upon that of ^vendibility * , the ’buslness-as-usual

’

19
base* This distinction is made to account for the difference

19* Stuart Chase, 0£* cit *, p* 345*
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in the estimates

Aooordlng to the report of the National Survey of

Potential Product Capacity, the total flow of goods and

services In 1929, valued at over 90 billions, could have

been expanded into 135 billions without technical difficulty,

had the existing plant been operated at approximate capacity.

This amounts to an increase of some 45 per cent, or more than

twice that estimated by the Brookings Institution.^^ Accord-

ing to this survey, the capacity of productive means was more

than enough to satisfy the requirements of a liberal budget.

It is estimated that in 1929 the country could have produced

79.000.

000 men’s suits, instead of 29,000,000, actually pro-

duced; 21,000,000 overcoats, instead of 9,000,000; 396,000,000

shirts, instead of 173,000,000; 60,000,000 women’s coats, in-

stead of 23,000,000; 532,000,000 women’s dresses, instead of

206.000.

000; 550,000,000 pairs of shoes, instead of 360,000,000

pairs. Cement mills could have produced 374 per cent more

building material than they did in 1929; window-glass plants

776 per cent more; and structural steel output for building

purposes could have been increased 570 per cent. In this

survey, the investigators followed through all productive

processes and capacities, allocating the products into the

variety of usee for which they are produced. They looked for

20. Stuart Chase, op. clt., p. 345





all posalble ’bottle-necks* in the production sequence

Another' estimate of the productive capacity of American

industry, by Robert R* Doane, set the potential capacity, for

the year 1929, at thirty-two per cent above the actual. In

another inquiry, made in 1933, the mean estimates derived

from information returned on a questionnaire by 91 prominent

engineers and 93 prominent executives, set the total pro-

duction possibility, according to the engineers, at 90 per

cent, and according to the executives, at 84 per cent above

actual, if all equipment and management were brought up to

22
the level of the best current standard*

Let us examine the results of just one more inquiry

along these lines. In the Report of the Columbia University

Commission, reference is made to the s'ummary of a statement

prepared by Mr. L. P. Alford and Mr* J* E* Hannura, prominent

officials of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers*

According to this summary, estimates of increases in the

physical quantity of production output that could be effected

by raising the man-hour production output of the less

efficient plants to the level of the average of man-hour

productivity of the entire industry, without increasing the

21* Walter N* Polakov, "Potential Plenty," Mew Republic ,

December 12, 1934, pp. 126-127*

22* John A* Ryan, A Better Economic Order, p* 7.





number of man-hours worked, are, in terms of percentages, for

the blast furnace industry, 19; for the lumber and timber

products industry, 17; for the machine tool industXTr* 15; for

the petroleum refining industry, 24# Based on the average

man-hour productivity of the most efficient group of plants,

the Increase possible in the industry, by raising productivity

of all plants to that level, would be, in terms of percentages,

55,73, 81, and 97, for the same industries in the same order*

The mean per cent of increase that could be effected with

existing equipment and management, as based on estimates made

by forty-two engineers, is 49*4; and, on those made by twenty-

four executives, 44 *9 "The waste (or failure to make

effective use of the factors involved in production as Judged

by the best standards in actual use) was computed as running,

out of a theoretical maximum possible of 100 points, from 29

points in the metal trsuies to 64 points in the men’s clothing

industry."^®

At this point we shall not comment upon the relative

merits of these various findings, as we shall have occasion

25* Report of the Oolumbia University Commission, Economic
Reconstruction , p* 88-89.

24* Xbid* p* 90.

Ibid* , p* 7, Reference to "Waste in Industry" presented
by the Committee on Elimination of Waste in Industry of
the Federated Engineering Societies (New York, 1921)*

25 *





to refer to them again when drawing our own oonclusions^

Here, the important point to note is that, from an economic

viewpoint, the physical possibility of a further reduction in

working hours without decreasing production is the crucial

test of whether the thirty-hour week should be considered at

all, except perhaps, as an emergency measure. We shall all

but ignore the impression entertained generally, that actual

production, not merely production facilities, even in 1929

greatly outran consumption requirements thus causing an over-

production of goods. What probably is nearer the truth, is

that piirchasing power already then may have begun to lag,

Q 6
making further investments in capital goods unprofitable.

At any rate, the need for curtailment of working time to

arrest production was not apparent. The danger of overpro-

duction was probaibly only potential.

But then came the depression, and, with it, unemployment.

The purchase of goods dropped to low levels and the full pro-

ductive force of workers was no longer needed—could no

longer be supported. How, in spite of a revival in business,

the number of unemployed is still staggering. What shall be

done about it? Shall we continue to support the unemployed

through relief measures, or shall we apportion the available

26. Jolin A* Ryan, 0£. cit ., p. 24.





employment by reducing working time so that all shall have

an opportunity to be at least to some extent employed? Some

find it Imperative that this question be answered. General

Hugh S. Johnson, at a dinner speech in Hew York, pointing out

the fact that there were no less than 300,000 persons lan-

employed in that city alone, remarked: "If you can't see the

dynamite in that situation, no words of mine can aid your

vision."^ He said that no man is going to sit around and

see his family starve to death for the sake of the public

peace. When relief money runs out, as it eventually will,

there will have to be euiother solution at hand. We should

plam, Johnson went on, against that day now# He further

criticized those concerns that upon liquidation of HRA im-

mediately created new unemployment by a marked extension of

^ 28
work*

What action should be taken? The solution that almost

at once suggests itself is: reduce the working time# This

idea is the great motivating force behind the shorter-week

agitation# It receives wide endorsement even among industri-

alists, who, it is generally pointed out, would bo most

27# "Johnson Attacks WPA as Wasteful," Hew York Times ,

September 27, 1935, p# 23#

28* Ibid#
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adversely affected by such a measure. Thus we find the whole

theory epitomized in two sentences by R. W* Jolinson, president
29

of Johnson and Johnson, manufacturers of surgical supplies:

1* "We should have a working day short enou^ to re-

employ those who are unable to find work."

2. "We should have minimum wages high enough for the

people to buy what they produce."

He intentionally avoids discussion of the method and

degree involved, he says, but the broad principle can not be

ignored. If we do not wish to subsist on government grants

then only one road is open to us: "The adoption of shorter

hours and higher pays and an eager, willing and enthusi-

astic cooperation by industry in advancing the practical

application of both policies .••• even at the cost of tempo-

rary losses .... until the national consuming power is sta-

bilized on a basis which permits a national and hence an in-
30

individual profit."

Is it possible to effect both these objectives at the

same time? It is highly Improbable that industry on the

whole would be willing or would find it possible to do both

29. "Industry Warned to Revise System," Hew York Times , July
30, 1935, p. 9«

"Industry Warned to Revise System," 0£. cit .30.





at once* Other factors remaining unchanged, if hours are

reduced and the weekly rate is not decreased, hi^er prices

are sure to result, provided production is not increased pro-

portionately. To reduce working hours ?rlthout reducing pay

would be the same as producing the same as before for more

money. The question Isj •’Would the gain made in more wages

be offset in higher living costs, thus resulting in a static

society,®^ or would the gains made be only partly offset,

laborers being not the only consumers of the goods they pro-

duce?®^

Any increase in costs which could not be absorbed by

the stockholders would have to be passed on to the consumer.

If none could be so absorbed, the total increase in purchas-

ing power resulting from new employment would be exactly off-

set by a corresponding decrease in purchasing power because

of a decrease in real income for those previously employed.

As a result there would be no aid to business recovery.^® The

foregoing is the argument supporting the contention that gain

made in employment would be offset in higher living costs.

Suppose, however, that the higher payroll requirements

of a curtailed working week would eliminate some of the

31. Harold G. Moulton, 0£. cit ., p. 70.

32. John A. Ryan, 0£. cit ., p. 90.

33. Harold G. Moulton, 0£. cit ., p. 70.





marginal producers, might it not he possible that the increase

in volume for the remaining more efficient producers would

34
enable them to produce goods more cheaply? Then too, there

would be on part of business concerns an increased resistance

to a rise in selling prices that would exert an influence to

discover new economies in production and distribution* This

is a process in constant operaticm and one which becomes more

active as price "pressure" is applied* It would appear that

there is more than an even chance that the laborers, as a

group, would gain slightly throu^ having the weekly rate

maintained*

There is an alternative method that can be followed in

instituting a shorter work week, and that is to reduce the

wage income of the worker in accordance with his time re-

duction* This, of course, would reduce the worker’s income

at once* Whether he would eventually regain his ’cut* in

the form of lower living costs is not demonstrable* Other

factors must enter into the situation to alter it somewhat,

otherwise it is not logically conceivable that any of the

worker’s reduction in income should ever come back to him*

The employer can not lower hie costs since he is still paying

as much for his labor as before* He has added new employees

to his payroll to make up for the production time lost by

34* John A* Ryan, op* cit*, p* 65*
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reducing the individual’s working time#

Thus, we see, that as a relief measure, shorter hours

would cause relief to fall upon the workers regardless of

whether the same hourly or the same weekly rate is maintained#

If the hourly rate is maintained, the worker suffers a loss in

income wages as well as real wages# While he suffers no loss

in income wages if the weekly rate is maintained, he suffers

a loss in real wages because of the consequent increase in

the cost of living# Considered purely as a relief project,

it does not seem right that other workers should have to

shoulder the work of relief# It should fall on the American

people as a whole#’' As long, however, as it is not possible

to avoid cutting wages and hours and throwing men into un-

employment whenever industry finds sledding difficult, it

matters but little, as far as labor as a whole is concerned,

and as far as its share of relief contribution is concerned,

whether such relief is exacted in one way or another# However

as long as it is not compelled to bear more than its due share

of the burden, it would seem more equitable and just to spread

the unemplo3nnent burden evenly over all workers than to unload

it all in one place*

The thirty-hour week as a relief measure is based upon

the idea of work-spreading# This idea is not entirely new,

35* Harold. 3* Moulton, op# cit #, p# 71#





In fact it has been in successful operation in various places

for several years* Work-spreading, or sharing the work as it

is also referred to, is identified with a philosophy combining

the social and the economic aspects of unemployment and job

security* It is based on the principle that all worthy

workers, so far as practicable, are entitled to share in such

work as the economic condition affords* Sharing the work

is both fair and natural* Its limitations are the point

beyond which it would not be permissible to reduce wages

further*^

Concerning unemployment and the problem of taking care

of the unemployed, the theory behind work-sharing holds that

the expense entailed in these problems rests upon the community

and to a great extent directly upon industry itself* This ex-
rzQ

pense must ultimately be reflected in higher production costs,

and thus finds its way back to the community* And whether the

unemployed are oared for from the employer's fund, private

39
charity, or the public treasury, the result, in the final

analysis, is much the same* Practically, there is no escape*

38* L* 0* Walker, "The Share-the-Work Movement," The Annals
of the American Academy , pp* 13-19*

37* W* 0* Teagle, "The Share-the-Work Plan: Teagle Answers
its Critics," Hew York Times , January 15, 1933, Sec*
viii* p* 5*

38* L* C* Walker, ^* oit *

W* C* Teagle, o£* oit *39*
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34

Those who work support the unemployed, if not by sharing work

40
with them, then through taxation* By direct taxation, a con-

siderable share is paid by the wealthy and by corporations*

This tax, of course, is in time distributed over the whole

oommunity* By indirect taixation, no one escapes* Every

person who spends anything at all, can not evade paying taxes*

It requires but little reflection to come to the conclusion

that the ooraniunity must pay the bill.'*^

Inasmuch as the community must pay the bill to care for

the unemployed, would it not bo better to save the expense of

the social machinery of our federal, state, and local govern-

ments, and the leaks inherent in their operation, and have
I

the community share the burden first hand by sharing the work?

Some believe that through taxes the burden falls where it can

best be borne, but the weak point in this argument is that

it also weakens the employment possibilities. By discouraging

business enterprise and by driving capital into tax-exempt

securities, taixes cause capital to be withdrawn from the

channels of industry, thus aggravating the unemployment

problem* Taxation also leaves an after-effect in the form of

40* W* 0* Teagle, ^* cit *

41* L* 0* Walker, oo* cit *

42* Ibid.
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35

interest on bonds which remain as outstanding indebtedness for

years after the money has been exhausted* The work-sharing

plan, however, pays its way as it goes* Also it disappears

as soon as the need disappears, for it 1s not a permanent

affalr.'^^

There au*e other advantages in work-spreading besides

those already mentioned. This plan spreads out work and in-

come, and in this way it also distributes purchasing power*

This is a very important point* Purchasing power as a lump

sum, or as a per capita share of national income, means but

little* If there is a wide discrepancy between the arithmetic

average cuid the modal average of per capita income, not much

importance can be attached to the arithmetic average except

as an indication of the degree of maladjustment that exists

in the distribution of the national income* Now then, if the

expense of work-spreading is absorbed by capital in some way,

the arithmetic average of per capita income will not be

changed much, but there will be a tendency to relocate the

average income figure within the modal class by Introducing

more homogeneity into this income group* All of which in-

dicates this: If a great disparity of income between the in-

dividual members of society affects purchasing power as a

whole, how much more would one not expect to find the pur-

chasing power of the large wage-earning class affected by a

43* W* 0* Teagle, 0£* cit *
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further disparity and inequality of income within this class

Itself? Work for some and idleness for others produce those

stagnating inequalities that lead to an inadequacy of pur-

chasing power to absorb all that is produced, while at the

same time many wants remain unsatisfied* Some purchasing

power on part of all would produce far more demand for goods

than more purchasing power granted to only a few while the

rest are deprived of it* We recognize that our national pro-

ductive system must provide the means with which to buy its

products* In order to buy, people must have income* To

have income they must have work* A share in the work avail-

able will give those now unemployed a share in the national

44
income*

The question of the morale of labor is also closely con-

nected with employment possibilities* We already have pointed

45
out some of the potential dangers inherent in unemployment*

But aside from that, the whole attitude of labor is sweetened

when all are employed, even thou^ the returns on individual

labor efforts may not be as high* There is a feeling of fair-

ness and justice that makes the situation endurable when all

suffer alike* Moreover, the assiirance that all shall keep

their Jobs, even thougih on reduced-hour schedules, creates a

44* Hugo L* Black, "The Shorter Work Week and Work Day,"
The Annals of the American Academy , March, 1936, pp*62-67«

45. See page 28





37

sense of security that will induce maxinium spending under the

oircumstanoes,^® viewing the matter once again from the

economic side* While lander such circumstances the complex of

aggregate spending would he altered somewhat so that there

probably would be a reduction, to begin with, in the amount

spent for luxuries and semi-luxuries, yet this would be partly

offset by the removal of the fear of losing the job, with the

47
result that sound spending would be encouraged. An intelli-

gent application of the share-the-work principle should be

able to take the fear out of the mind of the man who is sub-

jected to enforced full or part time idleness. It would have

a salutary influence upon those employed as they would not be

,±a
worrying about the constant danger of being laid off. Posi-

tive assursuioe that such a plan would follow the ups and

downs of employment variations would be practically as ef-

fective in banishing fear as any form of job and social

security insurance.

Work-sharing is not only a theory, something to speculate

upon, but it is an actual going thing. More than that, there

is a recognized, organized national movement commonly referred

46. L. 0. Walker, oit .

47. W. C. Teagle, 0£. oit .

L. 0. Walker, 0£. cit .48.





to as the Share-the-Work movement. Recognizing in the plan

a means to ease the maladjustment of distribution and to at-

AQI
tain equilibriiam with a minimum of disturbance, a number of

industrial leaders, earlier in the depression, sponsored the

movement as a national plain. Foremost in the campaign were

Walther 0. Teagle, president of Standard Oil Company of Hew

Jersey, as coordinator-in-chief of the movement, Alfred P.

Sloan Jr., president of General Motors, Frederick H. Ecker,

president of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Paul

W. Litchfield, of Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, L. C.

Walker, president of Shaw-Walker Company and vice-chairman

to Mr. Teagle, the Proctor and Gamble Soap Company, and J. H.

Rand Jr., chairman of Remington-Rand. All put their organi-

zations on the work-sharing basis and advocated the movement

nationally. The question as to who was to pay the increased

“SO
expense was left to the individual employer.

The experiment of work-sharing has been carried out

successfully in numerous instances. In the summer of 1931,

the India Tire and Rubber Company established the six-hour

shift system in the vulcanizing department of its plant*

Later the system was extended to include all the factory

departments. The results of the experiment in the vulcanizing

49. W. C. Teagle, op . cit .

50* "Work-Spreaders Will Make Jobs How, Face the Issues
Later," Business Week, October 12, 1932, pp. 13-14.
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department included: (l) one-third more workmen were given

employment; (2) lose of production was reduced so that at

no time it exceeded five per cent; (3) absences which had

been high, declined almost to the vanishing point; (4) the

labor cost per unit cured declined 8*2 per cent. Hourly

51
rates were not increased.

In 1932, several large concerns announced their in-

tention of reducing the length of their work shifts in order

to add more workers to the payroll. Most of these reduced

their shifts from el^t to six hours. The Owen-Illinols Glass

Company added 2,000 men in this way. Beginning July 1, 1932, ,

the entire organization of 43,000 persons of Standard Oil of

New Jersey were scheduled for a five-day week. The prevail-

52
ing hourly rates remained in effect in all cases.

1

I

A little over two years ago, W. K. Kellogg, cereal

manufacturer of Battle Creek, Michigan, in speaking of the
1

business outlook for 1936, remarked that unemployment was one
!

I

of the outstanding problems to bo solved before there could

be permanent recovery. The solution, according to him, lies

in the wide-spread adoption of the six-hour day with wages

51. "Six-Hour Shifts of India Tire and Rubber Co.," Monthly
Labor Review , August, 1932, p. 369.

,

52. "Six-Hour Shifts Provide More Jobs for Workers,"
Business Week , June 22, 1932, p. 25.

I

j
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increased to preserve the buying power of the individual

worker# The Kellogg Company then had had the six-hour day

for five years and had then recently Increased daily wages

. 53
to the hi^iest point in the company's history.

Along about the same time that the Share-the-Work Pro-

gram was getting under way, another plan similiar in purpose

but somewhat different in its plan of execution, gained

national attention. It is called the New Hampshire Plan,

taking its name from the state in which it originated. The

plan was worked out by an engineer of Manchester, New

Hampshire, and sponsored by John G. Winant, then governor of

that state and since then a prominent figure in Washington,

D. C. In 1932, Governor Winant laid the plan before President

Hoover and urged its national adoption.

The New Hampshire Plan, setting forth the conclusions

that some types of national work, such as the settlement of

the frontier, railroad construction, farm development, and

highway building is complete or near complete, maintains that

labor is not needed as heretofore. Improvements also have been

made in machinery and methods so that on the iihole not as

many industrial workers are required. The plan, taking these

factors into aoooxmt, presumes a labor surplus estimated at

3,000,000 workers wholly apart from depression conditions.

"Kellogg for 0-Hour Day," New York Times , January 2,
1936, p. 39.

53 .
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It contends that our economic system must prove to the American

people that our industrial machine does not ruthlessly throw

on the scrap heap these millions of workers. According to its

viewpoint, Job security is essential to business confidence

54
and to an efficient national life.

Believing also that two men on half time will spend more

than one msui on full time and one unemployed, the plan aims at

an increase in purchasing power and at job security by job

sharing, at the same time. It advocates the reduction of

labor surplus by a reduction in working hours.

The proponents of the plan believe that it should be

operative without dole or direct Intervention of government,

and that its operation should be a matter between industry and

its employees. Each business should provide for ten per cent

more suiditional jobs for workers. This expense should be

covered by the contributions of all employees working at least

two-thirds normal full time, with further contributions from

executives and stockholders.'^ The work week of the Individual

worker should be shortened and the decrease in wages shared by

54. Oliver McKee Jr., "Hew Hampshire Does Her Bit," national
Republic , October, 1932, pp. 3-4.

65. Ibid .

60. Ibid .

57. "Spread-Work Plane Gain Ground on the Employment Front,"
Business Week, August 3, 1932, p. 11.





the capital ownership and by the management to the extent of

three to six per cent In wages against a ten per cent re-

58
duction in hours. Commenting on the Plan, Governor Wlnant

said! "We recognize quite frankly the implication of a high

standard of living under this Plan, which calls for shorter

hours for people and longer hours for machines* It can be

applied now as an emergency measure to increase employment.

It would be equally applicable, were these prosperous times,

as a means of absorbing into industry those technically un-

employed* It is flexible and would insure greater Job

security

Work spreading has probably been the greatest factor in

the prevention of more general and greater wage outs.^® And

the cost of payrolls remaining the same, the cost of production

was not thereby increased* The hope that wages would gradually

increase so that the curtailed week would eventually be the

81
basis of a full-time week has to a considerable extent

materialized*

58. John G* Winant, "The New Hampshire Plan," Revi ew of
Reviews , November, 1932, p* 24*

59. Ibid .

60. Sumner H. Slichter, "Should We Deflate Labor?" New
Republic , May 3, 1933, pp. 329-331.

61. "The Nation-Wide Drive for the Pive-Day Week," The
Literary Digest , August 13, 1932, pp. 3-4.
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We have been considering the case for shorter hours to

solve unemployment because of the business depression* With

the agitation for the thirty-hour week in the air we hear

also much about another kind of unemployment ordinarily re-

ferred to as technological unemployment* What about it?

In the first place let us recognize the fact that there

is such a thing as technological unemployment* Whether it is

temporary in nature only or whether it can become permanent is

a matter of debate. But when, because of the introduction of

an improved machine or method, a worker on a certain occupation

is no longer needed and is dismissed, that person is, for the

time, technologically unemployed* Technological unemployment

then is the result of technological advance* It is a phenome-

non which began soon after the Industrial Revolution and

which persists to the present moment*

When labor-saving machines are installed to take the

place of hand labor, it is inevitable that there should be

some hand laborers that are no longer needed in their original

capacity* As incidents of this nature are conspicuously

noticeable, they tend to create unfavorable impressions, not

only upon those who are caught as victims, but also upon the

public in general* As a result, a noneradicable doubt as to

the beneficial influence of laborsaving machines has enthralled

the thinking of the masses of workers ever since the Industrial
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Revolution got well under wa7 , and whenever a reoeaaion In

Industrial activity creates imemployment, complaints of the

encroachment of the machine upon the livelihood of the worker

hecone quite audible* At intervals ever since the Industrial

Revolution, claims have been made that there is a permanent

oversupply of labor due to the displacement of hand labor by

62
mechanical methods*

Obviously, however, popular resistance to mechanization

of industry does not imply a total disregard for the benefits

from the machine age* In pointing out the fact that the

working class as such resists mechanical improvements, it is

not the intention to impute to this class complete ignorance

concerning the manner in which it also is benefited* On the

other hand, those who berate the working class for its atti-

tude, are equally ignorant if we may assume that they are

sincere* The workers have a Justified complaint as we shall

see*

Examining briefly Europeem industrial history, we find,

that in the early days of mechanized Industry, machines were

immediate benefactors of labor, for wherever machinery was

33
used on a large scale, there was a shortage of labor*

62* "Shorter Work Periods in Industry," 0£* oit *

63* Frederick C* Dietz, The Industrial Revolution, p* 35*
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In America, before the nineteenth century, the condition arose

where the people found it hard to keep themselves profitably

employed as all manufactured goods came from abroad* Thus,

Alexander Hamilton, presenting an argument to the House of

Representatives in 1791 on the establisiiraent of manufacturing

in the United States, based his proposal on the assumption

and belief that the machine would virtually solve unemploy-

64
ment* We are citing this argument for a definite purpose#

It brings out the fact that the worker's relation to the

machine has a direct correspondence to the extent that demand

can keep up with machine production# It resolves Itself into

a relationship between purchasing power and capacity to pro-

duce#

Economists and industrial thinkers have been prone to

deny the possibility of a permanent technological unemploy-

ment# Their theory is that labor released by the adoption of

machines is reabsorbed elsewhere, possibly in the production

of new machines which in turn may displace workers at still

other places. Thus the process is ever in effect as long as

improvements are possible# The redeeming feature of the

process is that with each laborsavlng device Introduced into

industry, production is increased or the cost of production

lowered, or both, which in nearly all cases amounts to the

same thing# The result is lower costs at which the produced

64. Matthew Woll, 0£# cit #
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article can be prociired, which in turn eo stimulate the demand

that production must be increased, the whole chain of factors

in the process giving rise to enough new employment to absorb

all those originally displaced#

The theory, as such, is sound. In practice, however,

conditions sometimes arise that the theory does not account

for# Wherever there arises an impediment to the free exercise

of competitive principles, as for instance, where prices are

arbitrarily sustained; or where the purchasing power of the

workers becomes impaired because too much of their productive

effort is diverted, through the medium of corporation and

ownership savings, into capital goods, and the balance between

machines and workers is thereby upset, the theory breaks down

somewhat and it must be qualified to the extent that malad-

justments, of the kind mentioned, obtain# In this sense then

there is no line of demarcation between technological and any

other kind of imemployment except that resulting from the

accidental destruction of productive resources# The difference

is chiefly one of Intensity# Ordinarily, however, techno-

logical unemployment is measured by the surplus of unabsorbed

workers over and above the industrial labor requirements of a

good employment year, after counting out those habitually un-

employed#

Statistics, to some extent, aid us in our study but.
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possibly because of the difficulty, due to Inadequate data, of

measuring technological unemployment, they do not provide

definite and complete information* We realize that unemploy-

ment exists at all times, in fact that there was a labor
65

slack even in 1929* Unemployment probably is augmented by

the rate of technological change* When it is considered that

between 1919 and 1929, the employees in manufactures decreased

six per cent while the volume of production increased 45 per

cent and the per capita output 53 per cent, also that between

1920 and 1930 the number of employees on steam railroads de-

creased 25 per cent, so that on the whole a million less

workers were required to produce the volume turned out in

66
1928 and 1929, the situation is forcefully emphasized* Com-

paratively, there are many less workers now employed in the

physical production of material goods than ever before, the

overflow of workers finding, or trying to find, employment in

the service fields* Many of these fields are overcrowded and

67
some unedonomic duplications exist*

So far we have been considering the effects of improve-

ment in machine methods only* Of recent years there has been

65* The Brookings Institution, 0£* oit *, ff* "America’s
Capacity to Produce," p* 42157

68* John A* Ryan, 0£* oit *, p* 9.

* Ibid*, p* 66*67





an acceleration in the technological advance in work methods

also# This tendency likewise creates technological unemploy-

ment# Where are workers, thus displaced, absorbed? There is

no answer except that they must rely upon the operation of

the economists* theory, already explained# There is practi-

cally no difference in the case of those displaced by improved

work methods and of those displaced by mechanical improvements,

except, of course, that in creating the new methods, no rise

is given to employment as there is in creating the new machines#

Both groups tend to swell the class of un^iployed until they

can be reabsorbed elsewhere#

It might be observed, in passing, that as far as the

economic effects of technological change in machines and in

methods 8U*e concerned, it would appear that mechanical ad-

vances produce a different effect upon wage scales than do

methods improvements# Nearly all methods improvements,

especially in clerical fields, tend to simplify operations so

that cheaper help can be employed on them# Apparently there

is no compensating factor here# In mechanical improvements,

the process also is simplified but cheap help can not be en-

trusted with hi^-priced machinery# "Complex and expensive

machinery simply cannot be tended by low-priced men, for the

risk of injury due to carelessness is too great and the kind

of mechanics needed for the repair of these machines cannot





be had for low wages* Therefore the finer the equipment, the

higher must be the wage level of those employed •••• to
68

service it, if not to operate it. The figures prove that*"

In discussing technological unemployment, we usually

think of the manufacturing industries as the industries

chiefly involved* While manufactures do not share alone in

this problem, they are the most important participants, and

information concerning them is the most complete and the beet

organized, statistically* From the data available, we find

that there seems to have been little, if any, permanent dis-

placement in manufacturing industries* Temporary displace-

ment, however, played an important role* During the years

1920-1931, over three million wage earners were displaced

because of technological or managerial efficiency, or an

69
average of about a quarter million a year*

It is this lag in adjustment resulting from economic

shifts that falls directly upon the victims* And, as their

number is substantial, as already Indicated, It is easy to

see that it could, and does, become a source of discontent

for the working class* There is little wonder then that a

68* Samuel Orowther, reporting an interview with A* W*
Robertson, "Men or Machines," Saturday Evening Post ,

February 10, 1934, p* 234*

69* David Weintraub, "The Difeplaoement of Workers Through
Increase in Efficiency and Their Adoption By Industry,
1920-1931," American Statistical Association Journal ,

December, 1932, p* S95*





constant resistance to improvements in machines and methods

is always in evidence#

An analysis of the lag in adjustment of unabsorhed

victims in manufacturing industries, not taking into account

growth of population, which tends to increase the lag, nor

occupational mobility, which tends to decrease the lag, this

being especially true during the deceide in which many were

passing over into the service fields, discloses that between

1920 and 1929 the process of absorption lasted approzimately

one and one-half years# The per cent of unabsorbed victims

ranged from about 97 per cent in 1921 and 1922, to about 89

per cent in 1929# "Even the peak year of 1929 had managed

to absorb a number equeil to only 89 per cent of those displaced
70

between 1920-1928 within a lag of one year#" That this lag

should be absorbed by the victims is not a satisfactory adjust-

ment between Industry and labor, nor is it satisfactory to

society#

Every technological change involves the employer, the

worker, and the consuming public, but the employer and those

he represents decide whether a change is or is not to be made#

And whether. or not, in the long run, a displaced worker of a

technological change will be taken at other places, the fact

70# David Weintraub, o£# cit #, p# 394-595#
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remains that for the time being he is set adrift using up his

resources. Moreover, if he is a skilled man, he is in serious

danger of losing his investment in the acquisition of his

71
particular skill.

Since, in the final analysis, the public must bear the

expense incidental to technological change, unemployment from

this source could be taken care of by sharing the work in the

manner that applies to other unemployment. The difference

between technological unemployment euid unemployment from

business slumps is a technical one only, and the distinction

becomes obscure in the problem of the person unemployed.

Technological unemployment therefore requires no special

treatment except that provision should be made in good times,

as well as the bad, to lift this burden from the individual

victims. It must be remembered that they are not victims of

their own inefficiency but are the sacrificial lambs of

technological advance, the benefits from which, under free

competitive capitalism, accrue to all.

The question is often raised in these days whether

there has been any real technological advance since 1929, and

from some quarters we are assured that it has been tremendous.

71. P. M. Baldwin, "Technological Unemployment," Scientific
Monthly, January, 1935, pp. 44-47.
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72
Others hold with the Brookings Institution that the de-

pression years have been a period of retarded rather than

accelerated technical progress, "In periods of active trade,

efficiency, as measured by man-hour output, grows less rapidly

than in periods of depression. On the other hand, in periods

of depression the higher man-hour output is attained under

conditions which curtail the total volume of output, induce

wastes of cutthroat competition, and involve a formidable in-

crease of unemployment with its attendant evils, including

the deterioration of the technical efficiency of the unemployed
73

themselves."

While the aggregate results of technological advance

during periods of depression may have their attendant evils,

the fact remains that efficiency grows during depression

years and so contributes to technological unemployment especially

as there is no offsetting factor to assume the slack. By ex-

amining the record of the years 1920 to 1931, we find that

efficiency, as measured by man-hour output, is very sensitive

to business conditions. While the output per man-hour

increased steadily during the years 1920 to 1931, except
74

in 1930, its average annual increase between 1920 and

72. The Brookings Institution, cit ., ff. "America's
Capacity to Produce," pp. 4^-4*557 footnote.

73. Report of the Columbia University Commission, op. cit .,

p . 12 .

74. Pavid Weintraub, 0£. cit ., p. 388.





1930 being about 4«4 per cent, a definite correlation betwewi

business conditions and efficiency was traceable* Each of the

depression years 1921, 1924, 1927, and 1930 was followed by a

more than average rise in the rate of increase, while every

peak year during the period, 1923, 1926, and 1929, was

followed by a year of relatively low rise in efficiency* The

year 1930, following the peak year of 1929, actually showed a

75
decline* Thus, judging from past experience, one would

expect to find that efficiency has increased since 1930*

There are indications that this is true* It has been estimated

that the per capita output in manufacturing Industries increased

76
8*6 per cent in 1931* The greatest advances very likely

have been made in methods and in manager! eJ. efficiency* Ad-

vancement along these lines is not quite so much restricted as

is the advance of machine efficiency which requires more

capital outlay*

We are probably safe then in assuming that technological

unemployment has relatively and actually increased during the

depression* This would be an important factor in the con-

sideration of the work-week* Combined with an increase in

efficiency, there has been a decrease in the volume of

75* David Weintraub, 0£* cit *, p* 390*

76* John A* Ryan, 0£* oit *, p* 9*





production so that under existing clrcurastanoes, the unemploy-

ment problem oan not be met by ordinary measures. If the

volume of production oan not be increased, then, in order to

align labor effort with the increased efficiency and the re-

duced production, hours must be cut and the unemployment

burden shifted to rest upon all* While this would not improve

the living standard, it would not be as demoralizing in its

effects as the present condition which likewise offers no

improvement to the living standard* Such a move should furnish

the foundation for a sound recovery.

Population growth has an important effect upon employ-

ment* In a rapidly growing population, the number of persons

that must be supplied in ratio to those that produce is rela-

tively greater than is the case in a static population. Given

the same productive efficiency, a static population could pro-

duce enough goods in less time than would be required to

supply a growing population, provided the per capita demands

are the same. While we know that there is an inverse ratio

77
between prolificity and standards of living, which of

consequence would alter the demands made upon production, yet

within the same ooiontry, accustomed to a high standard of living

over a period of years, a change in the rate of growth of the

77* Of. "Population," Encyclopaedia Britannioa *
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population may well affect production* In the United States,

within the last two decades, there has been a rapid decline in

the birth rate* Between the beginning of 1922 and the end of

1933, the American birth rate fell 33 per cent* In every one

of these twelve years, the birth rate was lower than it had

been in the year immediately preceding* With this established

trend, some time between 1940 and 1950, the population will
78

become stationary* This factor alone would allow a curtail-

ment of man-hours expended in the production of goods, even

though there were no increase in efficiency. Under prevailing

conditions due to the change in the trend of the birth rate,

not only is the ratio of potential producers to consumers

greater than it had been in the past, but even allowing for

a still further increase in the standard of living, there are

such commodities as houses, for instance, that will require no

further production of additional units except for replacements

and so in many other ways expansion will be arrested*

78* John A* Ryan, o^* cit * , p* 53





Legal Aspects of the Shorter Work Week

We have considered a number of practical features of the

shorter work-week program. How, even though we should decide

that a shorter work-week is desirable, should we give it legal

status?

Present laws that exist for the enforcement of a minimum

work week are not universal, and where such laws are in oper-

ation, they govern working time only for a small percentage of

those employed, so that their effect is all but negligible as

far as the population as a whole is concerned. For the most

part, existing laws of this nature are recommendatory and

reprimanding in effect only, possessing no actual power to

compel obedience or to prosecute violations.

There are proposed laws however, — and that is why

the matter is receiving so much attention — that seek to

remedy the so-called defect in our economic order, which,

according to the proponents of such laws, exists in the

exploitation of labor by employers who enforce longer working

hours than are economically justifiable. These proposed laws

also aim directly at the unemployment problem#

Ohlef among the laws proposed is the Blaok-Oonnery Bill,

popularly referred to as the thirty-hour week bill, althou^

the bill itself does not stipulate that thirty hours shall be



•
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the minimum work week* This bill attempts to provide a

curtailed work week under Federal control* It seeks to regu-

late hours through the government’s interstate commerce

authority* It was passed by the Senate on April 6, 1933, but

it never passed the House of Representatives* As a result

the bill never beosune law, but the issue did not die with its

defeat.

The Blaok-Oonnery Bill, according to its supporters,

will end some of the grave abuses that exist in some quarters

of our industrial system* That there are such abuses no one

can deny, for conditions of alarming nature are brought to our

attention almost regularly* There are many such cases on

record* During the depression, wages as low as $4 to $6 a

week were paid Massachusetts garment workers; children under

sixteen were working in large numbers for |2 a week in

Pennsylvania; many other cases of unbelievably low wage pay-

ments were reported. At the same time it was found that girls

in Connecticut sweat shops were working from 81 to 85 hours a

week, and that in a New Jersey upholstery plant, women were

found working 92 hours on ni^t shifts*^

Another law proposed to curb labor abuses, is the Child-

Labor Amendment, the so-called Twenty-second Amendment* It

1* Editorial, ’’Wages and Human Desperation," The Christian
Century, January 4, 1933, p* 3*
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was submitted to the state legislatures in 1924 for ratifi-

cation, and to date it has been ratified by twenty-eight

states* The provisions of the amendment will give to Congress

the power to limit, regulate and prohibit the labor of persons

under eighteen years of age* It is estimated that the pro-

visions of the amendment would affect the employment of

millions of workers under the minimum age* If these millions

were taken out of industry how would this affect the shortening

of the work-week?

Let us take a look at some of our recent experiences in

labor control* To some extent this country has had an experi-

ence relative to the shortening of work hours, namely, in the

HRA Codes* The purpose of the NRA Codes, which were voluntary

agreements within industrial groups and which were clothed

with the sanctity of law, was to correct some of the very

maladjustments and abuses which we have been discussing*

Shorter hours were one thing that was especially stressed*

Under the codes, thirty industries had a work week of less

than forty hours; a hundred had a maximum forty-hour week;

another hundred had an averaged forty-hour week; and one

hundred and fifty were allowed a longer working period* Of

four hundred, the average was well under forty-ei^t hours a

week*^

6* Editorial, "The Shorter Week," o£* cit *





HRA failed for various reasons. In the first place, the

codes were too cumbersome. They tried to include too much.

They Included too many price-fixing and production-restricting

provisions. They were subject to administrative difficulties

and practical abuses. For another thing, the same adminis-

trative structure and the same codes included both labor

standards and fair trade practices. Workers bargained away

their interests as consumers. In return for wage and hour

concessions, they allowed high monopoly prices to be set and

4
the price structure to become rigid. Another defect that

has been imputed to HRA, and which interests us here especially,

5
is that working hours were not sufficiently reduced.

HRA can not boast of succeeding in what it attempted to

do, but this was not altogether due to Inherent defects of

the plan. The codes were "gentlemen's agreements", not en-

forceable by the law of the land, and as such they went the

way of all "gentlemen's agreements." Violations and infractions

of the rules began almost at the outset, the chief being against

those of Section 7a pertaining to labor relations. "Probably

3. John A. Ryan, 0£. cit, p. 93.

4. Editorial, "Ceiling and Floor," The Ration, December 11,
1937, pp. 832-3.

5* John A. Ryan, cit ., p. 87«





never before in our legislative history has there appeared a

more amazing display of oapitallstio arrogance^ effrontery and

intellectual dishonesty*" While the NRA codes were concerned

with hours and wages yet it can hardly be said that they serve

as a good criterion in directing what to do or what not to do

in labor legislation, as they do not fall strictly under that

heeui*

To some extent the reasons for the demand for legal re-

strictions on working hours already have been intimated*

Except in periods of comparative labor shortage, the industrial

machine has been rather ruthless in the treatment of the labor

force* Hot only is the worker at the mercy of the unavoidable

circumstances of business conditions, but only too often is he

the victim of an unscrupulous employer who happens to know

his Constitutional rights* Under conditions of widespread

unemployment, workers are as defenseless as children, and, as

a drowning man clutches at a straw, they are willing to grasp

any employment opportunity that may present itself even though

it may lead into the kind of jobs we already have referred to*

"That millions will jump at the chance to get such jobs is a

measure of current human desperation* But there is a threat
7

here, as well as tragedy*"

6* John A* Ryan, o£* oit *, p* 96*

7* Editorial, "Wages and Human Desperation," op * oit *
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Wherever this topic of labor abuses is discussed, one

is almost certain to find a representative of that Pharasaical

group that prates of the contract that labor makes with its

employers as something inviolable and sacred, as something

that absolves the employer regardless of how dastardly the

terms of his contracts may be. For has not the worker signed

the contract voluntarily? And if its terms are not satis-

factory, may he not terminate the contract at will? Nothing

could be plainer, the worker simply is unreasonable to complain

of the deal he is getting.

The day is close at hand when such talk will be regarded

with contempt for it plainly is an evasion of responsibility.

The demand that society accept responsibility in the welfare

of the worker, beyond that of providing him with relief jobs

or money when he becomes unemployed, is becoming more audible

every day. Society must accept responsibility for the worker

while he is still employed. It must change its laws if

necessary to prevent the worker from being exploited even in

the matter of hours. If this requires a thirty-hour-week law,

then such a law should be considered.

But whenever anything is said about passing a law to

help labor, the question of constitutionality is raised. We

must be constitutional even if we must lean over backwards to

do it. Why is it that the Constitution of the United States





prevents the passing of legislation to help the working man?

Or does it not?

In speaking at a conference of three hundred law student

at the University of Pennsylvania on March 9, 1935, Dr* Morri.

s

R* Cohen, Professor of Philosophy at the College of the City

of Hew York, criticising the judicial opinions questioning the

legality of minimum-wage and maximum-hour laws, remarked that

if the judges who declared such laws unconstitutional "on the

ground that they interfere with freedom of contract" were

present at the hiring of workers they would see that little

freedom really exists imder unregulated conditions* A worker

bargaining with an employer does not have full freedom of ocai-

tract
*^

Aside from the moral considerations involved, it is held

by some who have studied the matter, that child labor and

maximum-hour laws could be constitutionally legislated under

the present interpretation of contractual rights and without

9constitutional amendment* According to the opinion held for

sometime by Mortimer Pischel, prominent Hew York industrial

attorney, federal legislation in conjunction with state legis-

lation could easily regulate commerce to control child labor

8» "Defends Minimum Wage," Hew York Times , March 19, 1935, p-

8

9* "Cooperation Urges to Ban Child Labor," New York Times,
August 11, 1935, Sec* Hi, p* 10*
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and more-than-maxifflura working hours* In such states where

statutes on child labor or maxirauin hours exist, such laws

could be made effective on a larger plan by Federal legislation

under its interstate commerce power, declaring any goods in

interstate commerce to be subject to the laws of any state Im-

mediately upon arrival in that state* The laws of any state

prohibiting the sale of goods made under conditions or hours

contrary to such law could be confiscated and kept off the

market* It could be made a federal offense to ship goods into

any state in violation of the laws of such state* Furthermore,

the federal law could command that goods be marked ‘Made by

child labor* or *Made by persons working more than forty hours

a week** The effect of such marking is obvious* The marking

would also help identify such goods*

The foregoing points are substantially the features of

the Wheeler-Johnson bill now pending action in Congress

The question has been raised whether such a bill would bo

foimd constitutional, however* Similar features were incorpo-

rated in the Child Labor Law of 1916 which in 1918 was declared

unconstitutional* At that time, the Supreme Court held that

Congress could not enact such a law as it interfered in matters

10* Editorial, "Separate Child-Labor Bill," Hew York Times,
June 7, 1937, p* 18*





11
In a subsequent decision, thebelonging to the states alone*

court also invalidated an act of Congress which attempted to

regulate child labor through its power to tajc* In 1919,

Congress imposed a special excise tax of ten per cent on net

profits of any establishment employing children under fourteen

years of age* The court held this use of the taxing power to

be unconstitutional, for, in its opinion, if Congress were

permitted to regulate conditions in industry in this manner,

ultimately there would be no end to the scope of its authority

in this field.

In spite of this backgroiand of child-labor legislation,

the Wheel er-Johnson bill boldly adopts the principles of the

invalidated Child Labor Law of 1916 and prohibits shipment of

the product of child labor in interstate commerce* If tested

for constitutionality it would give the Supreme Court an

opportunity to reverse its decision of 1918 in the Hammer V.

Dagenhart case, and should it not do this, the bill falls

back upon the probability that the court would extend the

principles of its recent prison-made goods decisions to ohild-

labor-made goods
*^^

11. William Bennett Munro, The Govemment of the United States
p. 412. (citing case of Hammer V. DagenUart^, 24?’ U*S* 25 1

)

12. Ibid *, pp* 412-413* (citing case of Bailey v« Drexel
^miture Co*, 259 U*S. 20 / 1922 /)•

13* Editorial, "Sepau'ate Child-Labor Bill," 0£* cit *
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Upon the operation of federal authority such as the

Wheeler-Johnson bill proposes, a few states so supported

would soon force all into line* Such states that would not

line up with the program would soon be compelled to, because

they would become a dumping ground to the detriment of their

14own internal industry*

A similar plan is now in effect to protect *dry* states

against liquor shipments from other states, and probably this

plan could be extended to include other merchandise and so

also cover child-labor made goods. But the enforcement expense

and difficulties very likely would be enormous, perhaps even

more so than those connected with the enforcement of the

Eighteenth Amendment* It probably would be much more simple

to pass a law to give the federal government direct control

over labor hours and problems, and to some extent, this seems

to be the direction in which the effort to effect labor legis-

lation is inclined*

Without question, the dubiousness, as to the outcome of

roiind-about methods to control child labor, wages and hours,

is increasing the demand for a law permitting -direct federal

action* Admitting that the Supreme Court may invalidate a

law attempting to control labor problems throu^ the power of

Congress over Interstate commerce in conjunction with state

14* "Cooperation Urged to Ban Child Labor," op * olt *
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06

labor laws, authorities in this matter such as Mortimer

15
Pischel would in that event favor more direct action on part

of the federal government* Pischel sayss "Congress definitely

has the power to control interstate commerce, and all that is

necessary is for that body to fix a nationwide work week of

forty or forty-eight hours, or whatever it wants, and to pro-

hibit the shipment in interstate commerce of goods made under

any other conditions. Ho attempt should be made to fix wages*

Enforcement of the act should be vested in the Department of

.10
Justice*"

There is some question also concerning the eventual

ratification of the proposed Child Labor Amendment* In

fourteen years this amendment has failed to receive sufficient

support to become law in the land (eight more states must

ratify)* Those who are most vitally interested in this phase

of labor legislation take some encouragement from the fact that

in the states there is a growing consciousness of the need of

state legislation in the absence of federal laws on the subject*

But even there progress is slow* A review of the past year

indicates that a few states passed laws regulating child labor,
^

[)

and some improved their laws* Some of the provisions are good
j

\
15* See page 02.

jl

1

16* "Business Men Sift Outlook for Laws," Hew York Times , [

Hovember 28, 1937, Sec* III. p. 9* j

I

»

i





but some give only partial protection against the exploitation

of the labor of minors# Many states also defeated measures to

regulate child labor# "Thus although we are a little further

along the child labor road, the net result of this year's

efforts at state legislation can leave no doubt that state

action is a painfully slow method and the only way to elimi-

- 1
’

nate child labor once and for all is throu^ federal action."

We need federal regulation of minimum wages and maximum hours •

Some states protect their workers against exploitation and
10

suffer from competition by other areas not so protected.

There are certain formidable obstacles standing in the

way of legislating a thirty-hour maximum work week. First of

all, there will be much disagreement as to what constitutes a

maximum week, be it one of thirty or of more hours. Much hew

been written and said concerning the proper length of the work

week. Money and time have been spent to investigate it, but

still there is no agreement. In fact the various estimates

will not even permit of a compromise, so far apart are they.

How then can we legislate a maximum week?

17. "The Child Labor Amendment," School and Society, (quoting
The American Child ) October SO, 15377“PP» Sf()-571.

18. Elinore M. Herrick, "Federal Wage and Hour Regulation,"
Vital Speeches , February 1, 1938, pp. 250-851. Text of
speech made over Station WEVD, January 18, 1938.





It is not necessary to try to work out with mathematical

exactness, or by any other scientific process, the number of

hours that would constitute an accurately correct maximum work

week, for what would be correct today theoretically would no

longer be correct tomorrow. All that is necessary is that,

after careful investigations, all factors be carefully weighed

and a decision made on the basis of good judgment. We can not

accurately determine what a maximum work week should be. All

that we can do is to use reasonable care before passing a law

that will fix working hours, if we have come to the conclusion

that such a law really is necessary. The chief question is

not, what is a maximum week? but, shall we create one by

law? Once the last is answered, the first is easy.

Suppose that we decide to have a legal work week, and,

what is more, that we actually have passed the law declaring

how long anyone may work. For how long a period ahead have we

been able to plan? We have already said that what is correct

today theoretically would no longer be correct tomorrow. This

fact is one of the most vulnerable points in the whole plan of

a legal work week. The length of the work week is not static,

as we have demonstrated. Moreover, the exact state of de-

pression or recovery, in terms of which we may be thinking, is

an indeterminate factor. Therefore, to crystallize current

emergency measures, if such they should turn out to be, into
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legal requirement 8 for the future is a precarious undertaking

unless the proper safeguards are provided* It is here where

the proponents of the thirty-hour week get into deep water*

We have already considered some of the economic impli-

cations of the shorter work week, especially so in connection

with our discussion of the short work week plan as a solution

to the present unemployment problem* We have expressed our

opinion here and there, on this point or that* It might be

profitable, at this time, to expand this discussion by intro-

ducing, as a sort of gathering together and reiteration of

statements and conclusions already expressed, various other

opinions on the subject as they reflect viewpoints from

various angles* We are at that point in our discussion where

the issues, causing most friction between the proponents and

opponents of the shorter week, are under consideration*

One of the most fundamental of arguments, intended to

sweep the proponents off their feet, is that their faulty

thinking begins with the "lump-of-labor" fallacy, i*e*, that

there is a fixed amount of work to go around and that by
19

cutting the working week more workers must be employed* The

argument supporting the "lump-of-labor" theory has been

19* Editorial, "The Thirty-Hour Mirage," Hew York Times ,

October 16, 1935, p* 82*
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definitely exploded, theoretically at least* For some reason

or other, however, there come times, and often, when it seems

that the work to he done can he accomplished in so many man-

hours, and that then there is still left over a substantial

potentiality in man-hours, represented hy men without hours*

Perhaps what is needed is a little leaven in the lump of labor*

Around this question, however, turns nearly all that can

he said concerning the determination of the proper length of a

work week. To pursue the question logically leauis nowhere at

all* If there is no lump of labor then the amount of work to

he done can he extended indefinitely* That is a corollary*

If work can he extended indefinitely, then the application of

man-hour effort must he extended indefinitely if it is to

suffice* We know that the limitations on hours are definite*

We suspect also that the *man* factor in the equation is a

limited one* The truth of the matter is that there is a

definite relationship between work to he done, men, and hours,

as determined hy circumstances at any given time* We believe

the experience of some companies in sharing their work fumishe

proof of this*

Definite attempts have been made to determine, if

possible, the proper economic length of a work week* The

problem is too complex, however, to compute with any degree of

accuracy* Recognition of this fact is Indicated in the
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minority report made at the Interstate Oonferenoe on Labor

Compacts held in Albany, New York, on October 19, 1935,

where, among other things, the forty-hour week was also con-

sidered# The report expressed iteelf on this point as

follows: "The committee realizes that there is no more diffi-

cult question than to determine the proper economic limitation

of hours of labor. It does not subscribe to the theory that

the greater the limitation, the greater the employment; on

the other hand, it does not believe in no limitation at all#

At some point a limitation of maximum hours of work should be

fixed; where that point is, we believe, with the inadequacy

of time at our disposal, cannot be determined." The ma-

jority report held that the forty-hour week then appeared to

be a practical possibility, but that exceptions to the general

21
rule presented the main difficulties#

Since the depression, so much has been said about over-

production that it has come to be considered a menace to our

national welfare. Fabulous sums have been spent to reduce the

overproduction# An attempt was made to solve the problem of

22
"poverty in the midst of plenty" by removing the plenty.

20# "40-Hour Treaty by States Urged," New York Times ,

October 20, 1935, p. 1.

21# Ibid .

22# Report of the Columbia University Commission, or. oit .,

p # 18 #





Whether or not removal of surplus as an aid to recovery can be

justified on that basis, is a matter which we shall not attempt

to decide here. As a long run measure, however, surplus re-

duction is poor economics. Shall we not taJce this fact into

account in our consideration of the shorter work week? One

of the most widely used arguments against the curtailment of

the work week is that it will also curtail production. Some

hold here, as they commented about NRA, that "There should be

no attempt to Impose such regulations on any broader scale
23

with the idea that they are measures to recovery."

The danger of reducing production by legislating shorter

hours is repeatedly pointed out. Production will be reduced

if not enough time is allowed to make the goods required. A

scarcity of goods would tend to drive up prices with the result

that consumers would buy less and thus cause a still further

reduction in production. The same effect mi^t also be pro-

duced by higher operating costs resulting from uneconomically

short working time. Thus in steel, according to the American

Iron and Steel Institute commenting on the thirty-hour week,

increased costs would result not only from the higher wage

rate, but also from reduced efficiency in mill production.

Four shifts would be necessary for continuous operation, and

23. Report of the Columbia University Commission, op. cit
p. 17.
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the six-hour shift would be irapraotioable of application

24
without increase of overhead and supervisory forces*

Increased costs or reduced output would have a tendency

to lower the standard of living. Shorter hours at the same

hourly rate would do likewise. Shorter hours at higher

hourly rates to equal the original weekly wage would mean

25
higher prices. Dr. William Trufant Foster, economist and

member of the Consumers* Advisory Board, HRA, speaking at a

dinner of the Wholesale Dry Goods Institute, sounded the

keynote of this argument when he stated:

A shorter working week may well come — probably
will come as a reward for good business management,
including the full utilization of new invention. That
means gaining ground. But a short working day, forced
upon the country by law at this time, as a penalty for
bad management, would seem losing ground. It would
reduce our standard of livlng.S6

According to Eugene G* Grace, the steel industry under

normal demand could not operate on a thirty-hour week; its

operations would be crippled; the standard of living of its

employees would be reduced*

Some may think that it is possible to pay employees as
much for a thirty-hour week as for a longer work week.
They forget that selling prices have a direct relation to
wages and that unreasonable prices would unduly increase

24. "Short Week Held a Curb on Steel," Hew York Times ,

January 21, 1935, p. 4.

25. Editorial, "The Thirty-Hour Mirage," 0£. oit .

26. "Federal Control of Credit is Urged," Hew York Times ,

January 23, 1935, p. 32.
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living costa, stifle domestic business and still further
handicap this country in world markets where wages are
much lower and working hours much longer than in this
country* Freezing the earnings of employees to thirty
hours a week is not going to promote recovery in this
country; on the contrary, it would bring about in-
dustrial stagnation*

If the working time were limited to thirty hours
per week, the earning power of the workmen in the steel
industry, under normal conditions, would not be more
than they earned in 1933 and 1934, which was a most un-
satisfactory condition. The difference between thirty
hours and forty to forty-eight hours per week represents
in the one case the ability to obtain bare necessities
and in the other case the enjoyment of comfort, pleasures
and even luxuries with something laid aside for the
rainy day*^

Opposing this view, is one expressed by W* K* Kellogg*

On November 8, 1935, the W* K* Kellogg Company, Battle Creek,

Michigan, made permanent the six-hour day and thirty-six hour

week first inaugurated in 1930* Wages also were increased

12*5 per cent,, on the average, bringing the wage scale to the

level of the rates under the eight-hour day prior to December

1, 1930. In commenting on the move, Mr* Kellogg said:

There is no doubt in my mind that the solution of
the unemployment problem in the United States lies in
spresiding employment among workers without decreasing
their buying power through decreased wages.

He further said:
This isn’t just theory with us* We have proved it

by five years* actual experience. We have found that
with the shorter working day the efficiency and morale
of our employees are so improved, and the unit cost of
production is so lowered that we can afford to pay as
much for six hours* work as wo formerly paid for eight*

"Text of address by Eugene 0* Grace Before the Iron and
Steel Institute" (given May 23, 1935), New York Times ,

May 24, 1935, p* 16*

27 .





The company is more than satisfied with the results# 2B

However true the foregoing may be in respect to its

application in a single plant, there may still be some doubt

whether shorter hours could be universally instituted with a

large measure of success# As already indicated, the result

would probably be a reduced standard of living, or, at the

best, a static economy in which the privilege to enjoy more

goods is exchanged for more leisure. At least so the matter is

viewed by some who have given it thought# Thus the National

Industrial Conference Board stated that for the employed worker

the probable effects of the Black-Oonnery Bill would be reduced

hours at more per hour, or a stationary income with an increased

cost of living# For the employer manufacturer the result would

be smaller output per man-hour, an increase in cost per man-

hour, with a resulting increase in cost per unit of product#

The worker’s chief benefit would be more leisure, but he would

get less for his money#

The underlying principle of the thirty-hour week is

attacked by economists of the Brookings Institution "on

ground that it would reduce production, raise prices, impede

28# "Permanent Adoption of 30-Hour Week by Kellogg Co.",
Monthly Labor Revi ew , January, 1930, p# 179#

29# "Black Will Revive 30-Hour Week Bill," Hew York Times ,

December 23, 1934, p# 3#
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foreign trade, lower the farmers* buying power and put industry

in a straitjacket which would be disastrous to many businesses#"

According to Dr. Harold G. Moulton, president of the

Brookings Institution, and Dr. Maurice Leven, the thirty-hour

week law would have the result of offering workers merely a

choice between more leisure and a more abundant consumption of

goods and services.

At best its immediate effects would be a spread of
employment at the expense of efficiency and productive
output. It goes without saying that it is the duty of
the nation to prevent want among the unemployed. But
to seek this end by a compulsory reduction of the hours
of work, which would freeze the possible volume of pro-
duction below the level required to give all the people
the abimdance they desire, is as short-sighted as it is
lacking in understanding.^^

A shortening of hours in proportion to technological efficiency

increases would merely be an exchanging of more consumers goods

32
and services for more leisure.

In spite of all the devastating theoretical proof adduced

to show the impracticability of the thirty-hour week plan, its

supporters say that we can produce in a work week, shorter than
33

in force today, all we can sell. This is true as even the

most casual investigation will show. We are confronted then

30. "30-Hour Bill Hit as It Reappears," Mew York Times ,

January 4, 1935, p. 17.

31. Ibid .

32. Harold Q. Moulton, 0£. cit ., p. 71.

33. 0. Van Zwallenburg, in letter to the Editor, "Pay by the
Hour," Survey , June 15, 1932, p. 203.





with two considerations mutually opposed to each other. If

we reduce working hours even only to the extent of industry’s

increased efficiency, we should freeze production at the

present low level which, on a national basis, is about $470

per capita. And if in the future, working hours are reduced

in direct proportion to increasing efficiency, neither the

production per worker nor the standard of living would in-

34
crease. On the other hand, we C8ui not at present employ all

at full time as we can not sell the product. We begin now to

perceive that the solution to the standard of living problem

can not be found in the arguments for or against the curtailed

work week. A third factor, associated with, yet also to a

great extent Independent of production potentiality and working

time, must qualify these two. That third factor is purchasing

power. While we shall not discuss purchasing power in this

thesis, it must not be overlooked that it is this factor

which "freezes** the standard of living and that without some

means of releasing its potentialities, the discussion of the

curtailment of working time as a possible threat to the

standard of living is more or less futile.

Aside from the problem of adjusting hours to the

34. The Brookings Institution, The Recovery Problem in the
United States, p. 519. (herestfter referred to as
Pulblloation iSo. 72 to distinguish this publication from
another by tITe Brookings Institution so often referred to
in this thesis.)





production necessary for maintaining the standard of living,

the problem of wage rates themselves must become a part of

the legal reduction of working hours. It is hardly conceivable

that hours should be reduced by law without the exercise of

some control over wages. For the worker there would be danger

in compelling a sudden and drastic reduction in hours unless

some control over wages be established# Especially in the

industries with stand8u»ds of low wages with long hours is the

control of wages a necessary complement to the control of hours#

The hourly rate would have to be increased for the whole in-

dustry. A single concern alone in a group could not take the

36
necessary steps to improve the situation. As long hours

are almost invariably associated with low wages, not only low

37
hourly rates but low weekly wages, a drastic reduction in

hours without an adjustment in hourly rates would be dis-

astrous to the workers. In such industries, the thirty-hour

week, considered on a share-the-work basis, would bo out of

the question because of the economic impossibility of reducing
38

further the wages of those already employed. Wages would

35. Sumner H. Slichter, o£. oit #

30# "Controlled Hours and Wages," Hew Republic , May 3, 1933,
pp. 323-3S4.

37# "Wages and Human Desperation," 0£. oit #

38. "Industry Fearful of 30-Hour Scheme," Hew Tork Times,
January 6, 1935, Sec. II, p. 17.
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have to be oontrolled*

Early in our discussion we traced the trend of reduction

in working time and pointed out that there was no indication

that the trend had completed its course. The reduction of

hours has continued at an almost unabated pace. When will the

trend cease? Common sense tells one that the curtailment of

hours can not continue indefinitely for we have not progressed

fau? enou^ to dispense entirely with work, nor does it seem

likely that we ever shall. We are, however, so chained to our

present viewpoint that we are ever inclined to refute cate-

gorically the claims that working time can be much more

greatly reduced. We concede that cutting off Saturday morning

and thus reducing a forty-four or forty-five hour week to

forty hours could probably be done without cutting production

and without additional help. It would not, however, be

possible to continue to out hours without reaching a limit

39
somewhere —• unless perpetual motion is practical. And

yet, if we are to become infused with the optimism of some in

this respect, we must be prepared to allow the almost unbe-

lievable. Some of these prophets of science can point out

possibilities so astounding that they would seem sheer fantasy

59. Editorial, "Loose Talk on Short Work Week," Saturday
Evening Post , January 26, 1935, p. 26.





were it not for the realization that some of these possibilities

exist in fact and are merely awaiting application* In such a

recount of the potentialities of science by J* D* Bernal of

Cambridge University, England, we find the following state-

ment:

There can be no doubt that it lies within the im-
mediate capacity of physical science to solve completely
the material problems of human existence* In an organ-
ized world it should be possible for every present need
of man to be satisfied with something between one and
three hours* work a day, and beyond that lie possi-
bilities for extending Jthe capacity of enjoyment and
activity indefinitely*^

Naturally, much stands between us and the realization of such

a possibility, and the thirty-hour week, in comparison, will

not immediately become onerously long, nor do these potenti-

alities have an immediate bearing on our problem* What the

future will bring, however, is anyone’s guess, and therefore

a categorical denial that hours of work can not be much

further reduced, even from a practical viewpoint seems some-

what presumptlous*

In bringing our discussion back once more into the realm

of present day practicability, there is one point further that

we must briefly mention* A legally instituted thirty-hour

week would produce significant changes in the whole distribution

of employment. As we know, there is great disparity in hours

40* J* D* Bernal, "If Industry Gave Science a Chance,"
Harpers, February, 1935, p* '205*





between those now customary in the various industries. To

reduce these to a par would necessarily require great shifts

in employment from one kind of work to another. Other adjust-

ments would be necessary in the ranks of ‘white-collar*

workers and in the service industries where technological

advance has not been so pronounced. It is not our purpose

to examine this phase of the problem to any extent, especially

as it is extremely doubtful whether a satisfactory determination

of the extent of such shifts could be made, for the data

available on the subject are, at best, meager. It should be

pointed out, however, that this problem of employment shifts

is not among the least of the major ones involved in an enforced

thirty-hour week.
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Social Implications of the Shorter Work Week—The

Greater Lelsixre

Having examined the economic and legal aspects of the

thirty-hour week, let us now also consider its social impli-

cations. We have seen that the length of the working day and

week has been gradually decreasing for years. This process

naturally has added to the leisure time of the worker. Until

more recently, however, leisure as such had not been of much

importance to him. At the beginning, the reduction in working

hours created leisure in no sense at all. Then it meant but

an alleviation of the ’grind* of long hours, the extra hours

gained being consumed in rest and physical ease. Leisure in

the sense of sp8u*e time for which activity is planned and

sou^t, probably took on real significance only with the

advent of the automobile. Of late years, especially so since

1929, the public has become conscious of the fact that there

is a leisure which has potentialities greater than that of

mere ’time off’. It is this aspect of leisure that we desire

to examine a little further, bearing in mind all the while

that the prospect of still greater leisure is very real and

that the materialization of a thirty-hour week, for instance,

would have a very profound effect upon our social habits and

perhaps upon our whole social order.
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Leisure should he the natural outcome of prosperity#

Unemployment Is not leisure time nor Is prosperity measured

by long working hours. Leisure Is the outgrowth and accompa/-

1
nlment of successful work. Leisure Is the product of economl

g
efficiency, and perhaps the most Important end of Industrial

progress should be the reduction In the working hours of the

average man. Such has not been the aim of Industry, and until

recently the scientific and technological advances of the

machine age have brought benefits chiefly In the form of In-

creased material possessions rather than more leisure# That

the average hours of work have been progressively reduced

during the last thirty years, however. Is not the product of

a deliberate policy on part of anyone, but the unconscious

outcome of a persistent expansion of the productive form of

4
machine Industries. There are those, however, who look

forward to the era when leisure will be provided through the

means of deliberate policy# Giving expression to such views,

we have the whole summed up in the following:

1# Wicholas Murray Butler, 0£# clt #

2# Gustav Peck, "Leisure as an Economic Phenomenon,"
Recreation , February, 1934, pp# 510-511.

3# "The New Leisure," The Nation , November 29, 1933, p. 610#

4# Editorial, "What Price Leisure?" Business Week , August 3,
1932, p# 36#
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The economic forces that have supported the short-
hour movement are certain to continue since everybody
now sees that our problem is that of managing surpluses
rather than grubbing a living from the soil or wearily
making things by hand* If I were speaking in industrial
terms I would say that the industry with the greatest
future ahead of it is that one which will provide the
most adequate and satisfying use of leisure time#®

The creation of leisure time has had an Important effect

upon industry# Not only has it affected the working habits and

the whole general attitude of workers, but it has revolutionized

the buying habits of the public# No longer are staples the

only commodities that the masses buy# More and more is being

spent for luxury and semi-luxury goods, not only because more

purchasing power makes this possible, but, to a very great

extent, because people require such merchandise to help them

enjoy their leisure time# Modem industry depends to a great

extent upon peoples* habits of leisure# It is recognized

that leisure is ’consumable* and that in order to ’consume*

leisure, people must consume goods and services# Thus the

by-product leisure, resulting from increasing man-hour pro-

ductivity in Industry, in turn becomes the means of creating

7
new needs and broader markets#

5« Gustav Peck, 0£# cit #

0# Ibid #

7# George A# Lundberg, 0£# cit #





The economic aspect of leisure in its relation to in-

creasing industrial activity is clearly discernible and even

the most casual examination of the problem will reveal many

instances where business activities are dependent upon the

leisure pursuits of people. Examples are too obvious to mention

We must not lose si^t of the fact, however, that it is not

leisure in point of time only that produces these effects# It

must be paid-for leisure. Leisure, in order to be an increas-

ingly important part of purchasing power, increasing, as it

does, both the spending disposition and the spending opportunity

must not be free, involuntary leisure furnished at the workers*

expense. It must be earned leisure, paid for out of the im-

proved productivity of industry# The amount of paid-for

leisure must ultimately increase if it is to make any funda-

0
mental constructive contribution to business progress# En-

forced leisure through unemployment will not do it#

At this point in our discussion, however, we are not so

vitally interested in the economic side of leisure. Leisure

has another side equally as important. If this were not true,

then the interest in it would, in all likelihood, finally

attach itself to the mad round of creating more leisure to

stimulate more wants to stimulate bigger business as a result

8# Editorial, "V/hat Price Leisure?" 0£# cit
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of which improved methods of production are devised by which

more leisure is produced, and so on and so forth* Or some-

thing in the form of a modem version of the fascinating ex-

perience of growing more com to feed more hogs to make more

money to buy more land to grow more com to feed more hogs,

9
and so on around the cycle*

Leisure also has a social side and this aspect has greater

potentialities than the economic* We must, however, educate

the people differently if leisure is not to be just another

frenzied round of trying to keep occupied economically* To do

so we must change the idea that the standard of worth Is what

men buy rather than what men are* We must revert from the

frantic game of keeping up with the Joneses* The first step

in the right direction to the proper use of leisure is the

recognition of the fact that leisure is more than unemployed

time, free time, time to squander* Thus the shorter working

day or week does not necessarily mean more leisure of a de-

sired or desirable kind, almost universally so regarded*

Leisure or recreation of the type commonly indulged in, as an

escape from the tension resulting from the job or an encumbered

life, or as a means for keeping one’s self fit for business,

"is neither leisure nor recreation in any basic biological or

9* George A* Lundberg, 0£* cit *





psychological sens©*” "Leisure is an affair of mood and atmos-

phere rather than simply of the clock. It is not a chronologic-

al occurrence but a spiritual state. It is unhurried pleasur-
10

able living among one*s native enthusiasms#"

Leisure, then, holds the key to a deeper mental and a

richer spiritual development# It exercises a humanizing

effect# A human being becomes increasingly human as he finds

11
opportunities to enjoy leisure. It underlies the productive

processes in the mental and spiritual realms# "The most

valued and enduring things which civilization possesses, from

its philosophies to its cathedrals, have been the fruit of
12

leisure and ripened contemplation#" It is often lamented

that America has never learned the art of making artistic use

of leisure#

Leisure is a requirement for normal living^*^ and therefore

also a social requirement# A community of normally-living in-

dividuals alone is capable of the fullest social development#

10# George A# Lundberg, o£# cit .

11. Hicholas Murray Butler, 0£# cit #

12# "Shorter Work Days Expected to Provide Better Citizens,"
Recreation , December, 1933, p# 417#

13# Ibid #

14# Gustav Peck, ^# cit #





In such a oomraunity will be found that cooperative spirit so

essential to social progress. Cooperation can, and does,

exist in frontier life where scarcely any leisure exists, yet

it is noteworthy that no real social progress is made until

leisure becomes available for at least some of the members of

the community* As life becomes easier, social development

taJces place*

Leisure time can, however, be perverted* In a highly

mechanized civilization in which the economic pace is rapid,

leisure is in danger of degenerating into a mad whirl of

pleasure- and excitement-seeking that crowds out the more

substantial elements of community life* Such tendencies mili-

tate against the development of depth in the sociaJL character

and emphasize and develop the frothy part of existence instead

Leisure time imprudently applied by many can not fail to sub-

vert in time any community* There probably is then a grave

danger in producing suddenly a great amount of leisure time

for everyone without preparing properly for such a contingency

Unplanned leisure time can too easily become idle time with

all its vicious consequences. Every social worker or law en-

forcement officer can testify to the evil that idle hands can

find to do* Idleness breeds shiftlessness and delinquency*

It would be difficult to estimate to what extent delinquency

is traceable to ill-applied leisure time, but there can be no





doubt that there is a direct relationship* Leisure, unless

properly used, leads to delinquency* Delinquency leads to

crime *^^

Crime is one of our major social problems. But aside

from its unsocial and antisocial aspects, crime is also ex-

pensive* This country every year spends fabulous sums to en-

force law and order, to combat crime, and to maintain penal

institutions, not to mention at all the losses incurred by

society through the ravages of crime* Much of this expense

could possibly be spared if proper steps were taken to combat

crime in its incipient stages or before delinquent tendencies

develop through the improper use of leisure* This is society*

10
responsibility* In this connection we usually think in

terms of playgrounds for children, parks and other public

recreation centers* Just how much is still lacking in the

way of meeting this social obligation to some extent can be

inferred from a comparison of expenditures for these purposes

with the cost of crime itself* In this connection. Dr* Finley

on August 15, 1930, speaking over a nationwide network of the

Hational Broadcasting Company in a series of lectures on

15* Hon* Edward P* Mulrooney, "Leisure in Its Relation to
Crime," Recreation, January, 1934, p* 457*

10 Ibid*





government, quoted figures from which such a comparison can

be made* In the City of New York alone, according to the

figures quoted, the annual cost of crime was over $50,000,000,

a per capita of $7«76, while the cost of organized creation

in parks, playgrounds, and school centers was only twenty-two

17
cents per capita* Without much calculation it is apparent

that the crime preventative steps, in the form of providing

absorption for leisure time, are feeble and halting and en-

tirely ineidequate for the needs.

Lest it be charged that we have missed a point in advo-

cating public playgrounds which are chiefly for children,

whereas Increased leisure time resulting from curtailed hours

would affect adults mainly, let us point out that recreation

centers are coming also for adults who, as well as children,

need to play* But even disregardless of this fact, let us

note that recreation facilities for children and adolescents,

which in the upper age brackets are also directly affected by

the curtailment of the work week, help create proper habits

of using leisure time and prepare in this fashion for the

sane enjoyment of adult leisure when that time arrives in the

lives of these same individuals* Nevertheless, some provision

must also be made for the adult worker who is finding himself

17. John H* Finley, "What Will We Do with Our Time?"
Recreation, November, 1933, pp. 300-367*





with more and more leisure at his disposal# The development

of urban civilization has disrupted traditional leisure pur-

suits,^® and now with more leisure time becoming available,

the individual must be provided with a way to expend his

surplus energy in this direction# This is society’s problem,

for if society does not wish to have leisure energy bent

toward crime, it must provide other methods to permit it to

express itself# Community action in the matter is made

IQ
necessary# The individuals can not do it for themselves,

therefore some provision must be made by the communities#^

The responsibility of the community in the matter of

leisure is education and guidance# Aristotle held that train-

21
ing for leisure is the chief end of education# Even where

such training is directed toward learning how to work better,

it nevertheless trains for leisure, for leisure le the result

of economic progress which in turn is the result of work done

better and in less time# But apart from all this, education

should train for leisure in the sense that it should train to

make intelligent use of it# With more leisure becoming

18# George A# Lundberg, o£# cit #

19# Ibid #

20# John H# Finley, ^# cit #

21 # Ibid.





available gradually and surely, the Importance of training for

the proper use of it is all the more apparent* The community

must meet this rising challenge* Hot only must it look forward

in the training of the youth for future leisure, but it must

care for the adult in this respect also* For to assume that

the adult knows how to use his leisure time to best advantage

is a misconception of facts*

Until recently, this problem of guidance in leisure had

not been so urgent* Society had weathered fairly well the

change from the seventy-two and sixty-hour week to the forty-

pg
eight and forty-four-hour week, but with the further curtail-

ment of working hours, actual leisure time is mounting, and the

social problem of its proper use looms large on the horizon*

Sociologists express worry about what we can possibly do with

the new leisure unless plans are made to organize community

endeavors and undertakings in the practical use of leisure

23
time* Dr* Nicholas Murray Butler declares that "guidance

in the right use of leisure is vastly more Important than

24
what is now known as vocational guidance*"

22* "The Hew Leisure," Recreation , December, 1933, p* 409*

23. Ibid *

24* George A* Liuidberg, 0£* cit *, quoting Dr* Butler*





How should leisure be spent? Under the undirected

method it is usually spent in one of three ways: !• by

taking as a model the sort of leisure enjoyed by the *idle

rich*, seeking excitement; 2 * by spending it as the idle

poor now generally spend it, stagnating physically, mentally

and morally; or 3* by compromising the foregoing two, enjoy-

ing external excitement to the extent that there is cash to

25
purchase it« Obviously, the correct answer as to how

leisure should be spent is not to be found among the above

three. Some direction and guidance in this matter seems

necessary. The choice and technique of avocational and leisure

pursuits are not acquired any more spontaneously than are the

choice and technique of vocational pursuits. Yet what the

26
people do with their leisure is a matter of social concern.

Realizing that leisure is a social problem, there are

some who immediately become desirous of mobilizing the masses,

as it were, for leisure pursuits as clear-cut and well organ-

ized as our educational scheme, for example. These self-

appointed guardians of the public welfare aspire to regiment

the people in their pursuits of leisure by prescribing for

them definite ways in which leisure should be consumed for

individufiil and social benefit. Nothing could be more unde-

sirable. If leisure is to be leisure in the true sense of the

25. George A. Lundberg, 0£. oit ., quoting Dr. Butler.

26. Ibid





word, it must be a matter of individual concern* Only when

leieure releases the spirit within us can it have been ri^tly

applied* Prescribed leisure pursuits can not produce this

result. They are not spontaneous.

The fact that the pursuit of leisure must be an ex-

pression of individual taste and temperament in order to pro-

duce the most beneficial results does not preclude the possi-

bility of guidance in leisure. In fact, as tastes in other

things can be improved by proper methods, so can the taste for

helpful and useful leieure pursuits be cultivated* It is in

this respect that guidance plays an important role* Regi-

mentation, on the other hand, reduces individual freedom of

desire in enjoying leieure and tends to create a false value

for it in the mind of the individual, so that the final net

result might be as unsatisfactory from a social standpoint as

that resulting from leisure wholly undirected* The shaking of

heads of those who worry themselves about whether the average

person is amenable to the dictates of personal and social

benefits resulting from leisure well applied has provoked the

following;

What we seem to detect in the background of these
sociological misgivings is a vast desire to put across
a program of self improvement on us masses* We don’t
rise to cuTTure as we should, Tfiough it is no more than
is to be expected of an educational trend which has all
but kicked the humanities out of the back door to make
way for practical science, vocational training and a
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37
kind of tawdry democratization of the fine arts.

We must change our mental outlook if we are really to

enter upon a now growth made possible by our now freedom*

It is not going to be easy to do this* It doesn*t
take much imagination to work twelve hours a day and
tumble into a weary and sodden sleep at night* Long
drudging work has been a groat opiate* It has kept
most men stupid and dull as dumb driven cattle* It
will not be easy for us to accept the responaib^itios
of the new freedom — this freedom of leisure*^

To train for the leisure made necessary by the machine

age requires more than to find new games or diversions to

fill in the extra supply of time* It requires a toning down

of some of the dominant notes in current culture and develop-
89

ing others*

the fundamental fact to be grasped is that
work and leisure are two parts of one and the same
thing, and that one and the same thing is an interest-
ing and useful life* He who does not work loses one of
the greatest of life’s enjoyments, and he who has no ade-
quate le^ure is deprived of life*s greatest satis-
faction*^

To maintain this nice balance, however, does not permit us to

confuse the elements of these two constituents of a useful

87* "The New Leisure," ^* cit *. Recreation *

28* Edwin R* Embree, "The Uses of Leisure," Recreation ,

November, 1933, pp* 370-377*

89* George A* Lundberg, 0£* cit *

30* Nicholas Murray Butler, o£. cit *
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and interesting life* Work must be all business and prosecuted

as such* Leisure should bo completely segregated from the

routine of business. It is essential that we remove leisure

31
out of the scope of the technique of business efficiency*

We have now examined the various aspects of leisure as

a social problem and responsibility* In this thesis we are

not concomed with the possibilities of leisure time nor with

the methods of coping with its problems. We merely desire to

take cognizance of the fact that leisure time presents a

problem and that the magnitude of this problem will become

increasingly greater as working hours are reduced* A sudden

excess of leisure time as resulting from the thirty-hour week,

for example, might well prove to be a problem of grave possi-

bilities for society* Uncontrolled, such leisure might tend

to subvert the national character* Even under the proper

control, it is sure to exercise an influence that would have

far-reaching consequences in our national life* It is an

important factor in the consideration of the possibilities of

a thirty-hour week*

31* George A* Lundberg, 0£* cit *
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Summary and Conclusions

We have seen that for over a hundred years right down

to the present day, there has been a trend toward shorter

working time* The trend of the curtailment of hours has been

gradual but consistent, showing some retardation in the decade

of the 1920-30, but considerable acceleration since the be-

ginning of the depression* At no time has there been an indi-

cation that further curtailment was no longer possible or to

be expected* In fact, indications are that there will be still

further reductions in working time* This fact should bo borne

in mind when considering the subject, as it is a strong sug-

gestion that we should look for shorter hours to come*

We also noted that hourly production multiplied by the

number of hours per day or week does not necessarily represent

total production as in many oases fatigue enters into the con-

sideration and, above certain limits, sets the maximum pro-

duction output* Production, then, is not a case of simple

mathematics, hours times ideal hourly productivity, for many

times the shortening of hours actually increases total output*

We have no assurance that such would not be the influence upon

production as a whole were the working week substantially re-

duced* This factor, however, is not taken into account by the

surveys made on potential productive capacity to which we have





1

labor, as far as the human element is concerned, has been

Increases in production must come from technological advance-

ment, other factors remaining the same* In its report the

Brookings Institution did not see fit to allow for any techno-

3
logical advance since 1929* According to its viewpoint, the

trend of two per cent a year in advancing technical progress,

4
as established by the decade of the 1920-30, Instead had

become one of retardation.

According to the conclusions of the Brookings Insti-

tution investigation, shorter hours are a virtual impossibility

if we are not to suffer a lowering of the standard of living*

To abide wholly by those conclusions would serve to take the

discussion of the feasibility of the thirty-hour week out of

the realm of controversy entirely* Other well-substantiated

viewpoints, however, leave the Brookings Institution con-

5
elusions open to question, as we have seen* Stuart Chase,

1* See pages 19-26.

2* The Brookings Institution, ^* cit *, ff* "America’s
Capacity to Produce," pp* 4'S5-4‘SST

PP* '428-429, footnote*

4* The Brook^ ~ ^ ““
“America’s

2
producing at about full normal capacity and that any further

Capacity

5* See page 21*





99

for Instance, criticized the Brookings premise that plant

capacity and labor supply are the limiting factors in a greater

production effort. Chase maintains that it is the financial

organization of industry and of markets that stand in the way

of utilizing the full potentialities of labor and plant

capacities.

The inference of Chase’s that in 1929 our credit was

expanded to the bursting point is sometimes questioned. It is

pointed out that our financial organization, upon the base of

reserves that then were available, would have been capable of

expanding credit considerably more. However when Judging from
6

the viewpoint of ’vendibility*, which is the basis that the

Brookings Institution assumes in its investigation, it is

doubtful whether any further expansion of credit would have

been sound or Justifiable. In fact, subsequent developments

seem to indicate that overexpsunsion of credit, as Justified by

conditions, had actually taken place.

It seems, therefore, that the premises of the Brookings

Institution can rightly be questioned, and if so, then the

conclusions also must be conditionally accepted. When we

consider the scientific possibilities of technological

6. See page 23
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7
advancement, and when we accept the word of the Brookings

Institution itself that too great a share of the national in-

8
come has gone into savings, thus forcing up security prices

instead of serving to pay for obsolescence in industrial

facilities, the great harrier to technological advance, it

appears that a false potentiality in Industrial productivity

has been set up. If this is true, a restriction in working

hours is no more vital in the curtailment of productive

capacity than is the practice of withholding capital earned

from serving in its fullest capacity to amortize obsolescence

and to finance new facilities, to make possible a much greater

technological productivity. Viewed in this light, the re-

sponsibility for a curtailed production, should such be the

result of a thirty-hour week, would not be entirely that of

the workers demanding more leisure, even though a lower

standard of living should result. Judging from performance in

1929, the base year of the production standard, hours of work

even in that yeau* could have been curtailed considerably if

earned capital, which could find no resting place, had gone

to finance technological improvement instead of stock market

speculation. The supposition, then, that the shorter work

?• See for instance, J. D. Bernal, "If Industry Gave Science
a Chance," 0£. clt .

8. The Brookings Institution, oit ., ff# "Income and
Economic Progress," pp. 40-18.





week would be justifiable only on grounds that the existing

week was too long for the maxlrnum output per worker, or,

that the worker would prefer to produce and consume less in

9
exchange for greater leisure, is not altogether incontro-

vertible.

The consideration of a shorter work-week as a means of

alleviating the stress of unemployment is receiving, and

deserves to receive, attention. Unemployment is still great,

in fact, it is estimated that the net volume of unemployment
10

in 1936 was represented by nine and a half million workers

including an increase in gainful workers during the depression

years of about four millions In the fall of 1937, the

number of unemployed was still substantially the same. The

12
average length of the work-week is now about forty hours,

a decrease of about ten hours since 1929. While production

figures are still below those of 1929, we nevertheless per-

ceive that, on basis of mathematics, a still further reduction

of working time by 7.2 hours, or 18 per cent, would be

necessary to re-employ those now unemployed, if, at today’s

9. Editorial, "The Forty-Hour Week," Hew York Times, June 14,
1935, p* 22.

10. Publication Ho. 72, 0£. oit . p. 234.

11. Ibid, p. 121.

12.

Ibid., p. 518.
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production levels, we are to utilize our full potential working
13

force of 53 millions* Whether or not increased efficiency

through technological advancement can offset, at least in part,

the discrepancy between today *s production and that of 1929,

and allow full employment on less working time, is not sinswer-

able, but we believe some gain has been made in this di-

14
rection* At any rate, using figures only, if we assume

that in 32*8 hours we can maintain a production level approxi-

15
mately only 20 per cent below that of 1929, it would appear

that substantial strides have been made in efficiency*

Put into effect suddenly at any time, the reduction of

the work-week to re-employ those now unemployed would neces-

sarily have to aim at work-spreading* The objective of giving

everyone a shau'e of available employment is uppermost in many

minds* It has its good points, too, for certainly it is

equitable and just in its concept* Moreover, the threat of

curtailed production and a consequent reduction in the standard

of living is only a potential one as long as we can not find

enou^ work to keep oiir labor force busy*

13* Publication Ho* 72, 0£* cit *, p# 115*

14* See pages 52-53*

15* We believe 80 per cent of 1929 production figures a
conservative estimate for 1936* In 1935, the index of
industrial production, using 1929 as 100, was 75 per
cent* See Publication No* 72, ^* cit *, p* 550, table*
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Until such time that production requirement a are suf-

ficient to employ all at 1929 standards, it would seem ad-

visable to reduce the Individual working time so that more

can be employed. The prospect of full-time employment for

all in the immediate future is not altogether reassuring and

therefore, for the time being, employment should be provided

for more workers through the means of reduced working time*

While spreading the work thus may not in any important way

expand the total consumer purchasing power, nevertheless it

will relieve distress, diminish the demoralizing effects of

10
idleness, and lighten the public tax burdens* Furthermore,

by preventing idleness, work-spreading would preserve the

working force from deterioration* Through enforced idleness,

17
many workers have deteriorated in skill and efficiency so

that the labor force in general has been subjected to a

degeneration throughout the depression*

The problem of Increasing production is not that of

18
employment or of hours of work, as we have seen* Purchasing

power must be existent before production will follow*

Purchasing power, however, is not conceivably affected by

16* Editorial, "What Price Leisure?" 0£* cit *

17* Publication Ho*72, 0£* cit *, p* 124*

18* See page 77*
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spreading work, therefore until such time as it can be in-

creased, we should provide work for all to fit the limitations

of present purchasing power demands. The assumption that it

is not possible to institute a shorter work-week unless the

employers, the workers, or the public, or some combination of

19
any or all of these factors, pay the bill, has no application

as long as there is unemployment, except only as individual

workers must share with new employees. The net result remains

the same if the employed as a whole shoulder the burden.

There are several forceful arguments then in favor of

curtailing the work-week. But one question still confronts

usj Shall we legislate a shorter week? The dangers of re-

PO
duoing such provisions to law are manifold, as we have seen.

Moreover, a law, once made, is difficult to change, and in the

case of working hours, change in course of time certainly

would become necessary. On the other hand, however, there are

certain grave Issues, aside from the present unemployment

problem, that require attention. There are some abuses in

industry that must be corrected. We can not depend upon

economic correctives, or upon an aroused public morality or

19» Editorial, "Loose Talk on Short Work Week," 0£* clt »

20* See pages 67-69





sentiment, to purge industry of these abuses* Some maintain

that the law would be equally powerless, but the reasons

advanced do not seem entirely cogent*

In spite of all the dangers inherent in work-hour

legislation, we believe that such legislation should be

passed* We do not advocate that the thirty-hour week be made

effective at once, but rather we should recommend legislation

along the following lines* First of all, reduce the working

week at once to about thirty-six hours* This would take up

most of the unemployment slack and still leave a margin for

adjustment to increased industrial activity* In the matter of

hours, no exceptions shall be made for different sections of

the country although the proper exceptions can be allowed to

take care of industries and occupations in which special

circumstances and conditions obtain* Of course, these ex-

ceptions shall be expressly set forth in the law* By making

the legal work week uniform and by keeping exceptions at a

minimum, the problems of administration are greatly simplified*

In this respect, the work-hour law can be patterned after the

Income tax law which does not attempt to take in account the

real values of personal incomes* Certainly a $2500 income in

New York City is relatively smaller than the same nominal in-

come in the Cumberland Mountains section of eastern Tennessee*
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We have seen that a control over hours requires also

a control over wages* At the outset however, a complete

regulation of wages should not be attempted* Until the plan

of shortening hours can work itself out somewhat, wages should

be regulated only in such cases where they fall so low that

they constitute a menace to society* Sweatshop practices must

be abolished* Sufficient information on evil practices

relative to low wages is extant so that it is possible to

take direct action to eliminate scandalous wage abuses where

they exist* The whole program of wage-hour reform, if such

it may be called, shall be predicated on the principle that

prosperity does not come from the exploitation- of wages and

hours but from increased purchasing power*

After having reduced the working week to thirty-six

hours as a beginning, the law should provide for a further

reduction of two hours a week for each of three consecutive

years, provided no change to the contrary becomes imperative*

Gradual reduction will prevent dislocations of a serious

nature* No adjustment in hours shall be final for more than

one year* A commission of competent investigators and econo-

mists shall recommend necessary changes to Congress every

year, and each year a working week must be legally established*

81* See page 78
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In doing this, Congress shall he limited to a change not to

exceed ten per cent of the existing work-week schedule*

As far as possible, the commission of advisers shall

be without personal interest in the matter of wage-hour regu-

lation* No attempt shall be made to represent sectional, in-

dustrial, or other interests, as representation of this sort

is provided for throu^ members of Congress who, after all, are

finally responsible for the legislation underlying the plan.

In this respect there is no deviation from the method regularly

employed in establishing such features of our national policy,

as tariffs, for example*

In order to facilitate administration of the plan, it

probably would be necessary to establish a Labor Standards

Board, or some such creature of the law, most logically con-

nected with the Department of Labor, to deal with infractions

and violations of the law and to iron out difficulties. This

Board would serve as coordinators of the various factors in-

volved in the operation of the plan.

The foregoing is but a brief and crude outline for the

required legislation* Refinements can be made as circumstances

dictate. Thus, for instance, the law should have ample pro-

visions to allow for adjustments, wherever necessary, within

keeping of the spirit of the law. A warning is sounded against
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imdue haste in trying to correct all employinent evils at

once. As far as possible, this imdertaking should be viewed

as a long range national policy in the improvement of the

welfare of our labor force. We should build soundly with the

experience that time brings.

We have also discussed at some length, the responsibility

of society in reference to the increased leisure for indi-

viduals which reduced working time inevitably produces. Unless

definite provisions are made to accept this responsibility in

the spirit of a public problem, shorter time should not bo

advocated. Increased leisure time may be a danger or a bless-

ing, depending on how it is spent. It is the business of our

leaders to see that the shorter hour of profitable labor has

as its accompaniment the longer hour of profitable leisure.

Only such an adjustment can lead to the common sense Utopia

of a common sense capitalistic system.
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